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PREFACE
The work was performed by the General Electric _ircraft _ngine Business Group
located in Evendale, Ohio. This CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program was con-
.! ducted for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Levis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio. The NASA Project Engineers for this program were
Robert Dengler and Charles N. Hehalic.
The General Electric Company would like to express its appreciation to American
Airlines for their cooperation in supplying CF6-6D ESN 451507 for use in this
program; and to the Douglas Aircraft Company for data supplied.
The requirements of NASA Policy Directive NPD 2220.4 (September 14, 1970) re-
garding the use of SI Units have been waived in accordance wi_h the provisions
of paragraph 5d of that Directive by the Director of Levis Research Center.
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1.0 SUHHARY
This report summarizes the efforts to quantify the extent and magnitude of
short-term perfora_nce deterioration of the General Electric CF6-6D engine.
These efforts included the analysis of cruise cockpit recordings for a Large
sample of engines along with inbound test-cell and analytical teardown data
for a selected engine. Short-term deterioration has been defined as those
losses that occur during the alrcraft/engine checkout flights prior to cus-tomer delivery and initiation of revenue service. The other major area of
engine deterioration - long-term- is defined as those losses that occur dur- L
ing revenue service.
' An analysis of initial checkout flight cruise data for 82 CF6-_D engines indl- :
cated that the average short-term deterioration in cruise fuel burn was 0.9
percent. Nhile this loss is real and nonreversible, little additional loss i
occurs during subsequent aircraft checkout flights and during the first sev- _
eral hundred hours of revenue service.
To supplement and substantiate the 82-engine sample, CF6-6D production engine
• serlal number (ESN) 451507 was removed immediately following all checkout
flights of DC-IO-10 aircraft, fuselage number (F/N) 25_. After receiving an
, inbound performance calibration run, the engine underwent an analytical dis-
assembly and detailed inspection of all its modules and parts to document the
performance deterioration modes.
The short-term performance losses measured for ESN 451507 agreed well wlth the
82-engine average. Additional analysis substantiated that ESN 451507 was a
representative CF6-6D model engine, thereby validating that the short-term
hardware inspection results are typical of the CF6-6D fleet. These results
indicate that approximately 90 percent of the assessed loss results from high
pressure turbine deterioration caused by rubs between the blade tips and
static shrouds. No other significant deterioration mode was identified.
Finally, short-term performance deterioration'data obtained from other
sources, most notably supplementary hardware data and additional test cell
e_t:its, are presented to substantiate the short-term performance results.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The recent energy demand has outpaced domestic fuel supplies, increasing the
dependence of the United States on foreign oil. This increased dependence
was accentuated by the OPEC embargo in the winter of 1973/74 which triggered
a rapid rise in the price of fuel. This rise, along with the potential for
further increases, brought about a set of changing economic circumstances with
regard to the use of energy. These events were felt in all sectors of the
transportation industry, including the air transport industry. As a result,
the Government, with the support of the aviation industry, has initiated pro-
_i grams aimed at both the supply and the demand aspects of the problem. Thesupply problem is being investigated by determining the fuel availability from
new sources such as coal and oil shale, with concurrent programs in place to
develop engine combustor and fuel systems to accept these broader-based fuels.
Reducing fuel consumption is the approach being used to decrease fuel demand.
Accordingly, NASA is sponsoring the Aircraft Energy Efficient (ACEE) program,
directed toward reducing the fuel consumption of commercial air transports.
The long-range propulsion effort to reduce fuel consumption is expected to
q .
evolve new technology that would permit the development of a more energy effi-
cient turbofan, or the use of an improved propulsion cycle such as that used
for turboprops. Studies have indicated that either approach could yield large
reductions in fuel usage - as great as 15 to 40 per=ent _or turboprops. But
a significant impact in fuel usage is considered to be fifteen or more years
away. In the near term, the only practical propulsion approach is to improve
the fuel efficiency of current engines because these engines will continue to
be the most significant users of aircraft fuel for the next 15 or 20 years.
Within the ACEE program, the Engine Component Improvement (ECI) program is
the element directed toward improving the fuel efficiency of current engines.
The ECI program consists of two parts: (I) Performance Improvement, and
(2) Engine Diagnostics. The Performance Improvement program is directed
toward developing component performance improvements and improved performance
retention for new production and retrofit engines. The Engine Diagnostics I_
effort is to provide information to identify the sources and causes of engine _.
deterioration.
OBJECTIVES
As part of the Engine Diagnostic effort, NASA-Lewis initiated a program with
the General Electric Company to conduct performance deterioration studies for
the CF6-6D and CF6-50 engines. The basic objectives of the program were
(I) to determine the specific causes of engine deterioration that increase
fuel burn, (2) to isolate short-term losses from the longer-term losses, and
(_) to identify potential ways to minimize deterioration. This report covers
the results of ark investigation of the CF6-6D short-term losses. The remain-
ing results for the CF6-6D and CF6-50 model engine_ will be presented in sepa-
rate reports.
¢,$
APPROACH
The investigating of short-term deterioration began with the gathering of a
large sample of DC-10-10 cock:,it cruise checkout data. These data established
the magnitude of the CF6-6D short-term (pre-delivery) performance losses, and
! were supplemented by a special program utilizing CF6-6D ESN 451507. This en-
gine was removed from the wing of a DC-IO-IO after the Douglas Aircraft
Company (DACo) conducted its acceptance flights but before the aircraft was
, initiated into revenue service. The engine was tested inbound, and an analy-tical teardown was conducted to document the condition of the deteriorated
hardware. These data were used in conjunction with previously derived hard-
ware influence coefficients to isolate the short-term deterioration mecha-
nisme. The overall losses assessed independently from the hardware and from
performance data were compared. These comparisons were used along with sup-
plementary hardware data to determine the validity of the results and to
verify that the ESN 451507 short-term deterioration was representative.
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3.0 APPARATUSAND PROCEDURES
3.1 ENGINE DESCRIPTION
The CF6-6D engine model was type-certificated on September 16, 1970, and was
introduced into revenue service in mid 1971. This engine model, which has\
a 40,000-pound ideal thrust takeoff rating, is in use by six of the secen
DC-10-i0 aizcraft operators. An i,pdated version of the CF6-6D model with a
41,000 pound ideal thrust takeoff rating, termed the CF6-D1, is currently
being used by one operator.
The CF6-6D engine is a dual-rotor, high-bypass-ratio (5.6 to 5.8:1) turbofan
engine expressly designed for airline operation. The .ow-pressure system con-
sists of a two-stage front fan connected to a five-stage low-pressure turbine
by a fan midshaft passing through the core engine. The first-stage fan rotor
blades incorporate a part-span shroud, while the second- or quarter-stage fan
supercharges the high pressure compressor. Fixed stator vanes are mounted be-
hind both stages of the fan rotor. I he low pressure turbine consists of a
five-stage rotor that has low-tip-speed, high-aspect-ratio shrouded blades.
Fixed stator vanes are located in front of each low pressure turbine rotor
stage.
The high pressure gas generator or core ongine consists of the high pl.ssure
compressor, the combustor, and the high ,ressure turbine. The HP compressor
is a 16-stage, high-pressure-ratio (approximately 16:1), axial-flow design.
The inlet guide vanes and the first six stator-vane stages are variable. The
compressor provides bleed air for hot-section cooling along with airframe
pressurizing and anti-icing air. The annular combustor contains 30 duplex
fuel nozzles and two ignition plugs. The two-stage HP turbine is air cooled
with nonshrouded blades and cooling/purge features for tip clearance control.
Fixed convection cooled stator vanes are provided upstream of two HPT rotor
stages, with the Stage 1 vanes also incorporating film cooling.
The four mai_ support structures are: the fan frame, the compressor rear
frame, the turbine midframe, and the turbine rear frame. These frames in-
clude mountings for the bearings, service tubes for lube supply and scavenge,
and air pressurization an._ venting for the four internal sumps. The acces-
sory drive section extracts energy from the high-speed rotor to (1) drive the
engine-mounted accessories, (2) provide core engine speed signal, and (3) pro-
vide pods to mount the alrcraft-supplied hydraulic pumps, constant-speed drive,
and alternator.
A cross section of the CF6-6D model engine is presented as Figure 3-1.
,h_, engine s_lected for this short-time performance deterioration investi-
gation was CF6-OD engine ESN 451507. This engine is typical of those shipped
in the September 1977 time period, and was chosen prlmri, ly because of its
aw_ilability for this program. American Airlines (AAL) expressed an interest
;n participating in the CF6 Jet Engine _iagnostics Program efforts and con-
I seated to remove CF6-6D ESN 451507 from OC-lO-lO aircraft fuselage number
_°
t,t
!: (F/N) 250 following flight-acceptance tests and prior to initiation of revenue
,\
service. Tile engine was ret,rned, as a ready spar,., to &_L following tile
completion of the short-term performance deterioration investigation.
3.2 TEST FACILITIES
,!
_ This section of the report describes the test facilities, data acquisition
i system, and instrumentation utilized for the special test engine.
F,
. 3.2.1 EVENDALE PRODUCTION CF6 TEST CELLS
The General Electric CF-6 Production Engine Test Facility, (Figure 3-2) is
' 'ocated in Evendale, Ohio. It consists of two cells, M34 and M35, separated
k by a common access aisle (the engine prep area) on the lower level (Figure3-.3) and by ontrol room (Figure 3-4) on the second level. Auxiliary quip-
,_ ment rooms are located fore and aft of the control room and above the cells.
A radio-frequency-shielded room is located at the rear of the access aisle.
;_ TLe cells, each 30 feet wide by 20 feet bigh by 188 feet in overall length,
have horizontal air inlets and vertical exhaust systems. Engine access is1
: through a large, vacuum-sealed door in the side wall of the cell. Figure 3-5
I shows a typical test engine installation in one of the cells.
Each cell is equipped with:
• An air intake system
• An exhaust gas system
• A fuel system
• Lube oil and hydraulic oil fill systems I_
• An air system for engine s_arting
• A CO 2 fire extinguishing system
I_ • 24-volt DC and 400-cycle electrical l:ower _ackages
• Automatic data ha_dling _quipment
• Display instrumentation for airflow, fuel flow, thrust: oil con-
sumption, vibrations, pressures, and temperatures
• Special instrumentation wiring for high speed recorders
- • Other high accuracy equipment used for transient and dynamic
measurement s


jt

,$
The data-handling equipment (Figure 3-6) is wired directly to the General
Electric Computer Facilities for rapid computation of engine performance.
\
A digital Automatic Data Acquisition System (ADAS) is available to process
performance data in the Production Engine test cell facility. The actual cal-
culations on the data, with the associated conversion to engineering units and
calculations for determining performance characteristics, are accomplished by
a time-sharing computer system.
!
The data are input directly to the computer system via a data phone and are
simultaneously recorded on a backup paper tape. In the event of a computer
bottleneck, the paper tape can be generated and off-line information can be
fed automatically to the computer via the same phone system (operating at a
1200 baud rate). Performance results are printed out at the test control room
station on a General Electric Terminet 1200.
The recording system itself can accommodate all of the normal sensors encoun-
tered in engine testing. Temperature signals are processed through a refer-
ence junction maintained at 150" F from the alloy wire to the copper wire;
the actual value of this reference junction is checked by the insertion of a
!' 32 ° F reference signal generated from a Joseph Kaye ice point reference. The
signals are multiplexed through ,_olid-state switches to fixed-gain differen-
tial amplifiers to the analog-to-digital (A-D) converter. The computer pro-
gram converts the millivolt level to a temperature value through a table
lookup.
Like the other raw data, voltage and millivolt calibration standard signals
are simultaneously recorded into the computer and on to paper tape so that
corrections can be made for overall system drift in the amplifier/A-D con-
verter components. The system has a resolution of one part in 10,000 and,
in general, precision can be expected to three parts in 10,000 (99.7 percent)
or eight _v, whichever is larger.
Pressure parameters are processed through a sequencing of pneumatic twelve-
_ort scanning valves, each valve having an individual transducer. Each of
eleven parameters on a valve is referenced to the control room barometer uti-
lizing the twelfth port of the scanning valve, making any errors in the pres-
sure signals appear as a percentage of the reading accuracy.
In order to accommodate the dynamic characteristics exhibited by an engine,
key parameters (such as thrust, speed, and fuel flow) are programmed and in-
terspersed at predescribed intervals throughoL, t the data scan. The value for
each of these parameters utilized in performance calculations is the average
of those multiple readings.
The basic data-scan rate is approximately eight channels per second with volt-
age indirectly connected to the signals, and two channels per second with
pressure signals that are pneumatically switched. This scan rate allows a
stabilization that is sufficient to obtain the 99.97 percent/8 _v accuracies
mentioned above.
,I.
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3.2.2 ASO/ONTARIO TEST CELL
I
The ASO/Ontario CF6 test cell is fully enclosed and constructed to the same
cross-sectional dimensions (20 x 30 ft) as the Evendale production cells M34
and M35. The cell inlet consists of two rows of acoustic panels and a foreign
object damage (FOD) screen. The engine exhaust flows through the augmentor
and the acoustically treated exhaust stack. Figure 3-7 shows a CF6 engine in-
Stalled in the Ontario test cell. Note the inlet acoustic panels and FOD
screen. The CF6 lightweight bellmouth is supported by the overhead rail sys-
| ternagainst the left wall of the test cell.
The test cell, capable of handling engines having up to I00,000 pounds of
, thrust, presently contains a 50,O00-1b load cell. The cell duplicates the
Evendale, Ohio, production facilities and permits complete engine performance
testing and functional testing. It has been correlated to the Evendale CF6
production test cells through back-to-back tests, the most recent of these
using CF6-50 ESN 517650. In addition, other engines (both CF6-6 and CF6-50)
have been tested back-to-back, with only nonperformance modifications made
between tests. A cell correlation test involves testing the engine at both
locations with full performance instrumentation (including nozzle discharge
rakes). A portable data system is used at both loctions to verify the mea-
surement system at the test cell being correlated. Cell correlations include
not only verifying instrumentation and establishing a thrust "cell factor,"
but also setting the correct fan and core nozzle discharge areas.
The data recording system used at the GE/Ontario CF6 test cell is supplied by
the manufacturer, VIDAR. The system capability includes 132 pressures, 130
temperatures, and i0 frequencies. The pressure capability consists of II
transducers for 0-500 psia, II for 0-150 psia, 44 for 0-25 psia, and 66 f.-r
0-I0 psig. The transducers are 12-port scanner valves, each having one port
reserved for a barometric reference. Each of the I0 frequencies can average
up to a lO-second time base. The temperature capability includes recording
both C-C (copper-constantan) and C-A (chromel-alumel) thermocouples. The
thrust-load cell is calibrated beyond 50,000 pounds. The two Cox turbine fuel
flowmeters (main and verification fuel flow) are connected in series upstream
of the engine fuel inlet.
The VIDAR system stores the test data reading on a punched paper tape. This
tape, containing coded raw output in millivolt units, is loaded into the
General Electric tlme-sharing computer system for data reduction and analy-
sis. Figure 3-8 shows the Ontario CF6 test cell control room.
3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
DESCRIPTION
All parameters were measured and recorded in the Evendale and Ontario CF6
test-cell control rooms. Figure 3-9 depicts the p,_rformance instrumentation
locations. Figure 3-10 shows rake locations and immersion depths. The test-
cell instrumentation that was used to measure engine performance consisted of
the following items:
• 13
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: • Barometric Pressure (PBAR) - The local (control room) barometric
_'- pressure.
i • Humidity CHUM) - The absolute humidity in grains of moisture per
pound of dry air.
i! • Ambientcell screen.T mperature (T2) - C-C thermocouples mounted on the test-
I
• Cell Static Pressure (PO) - Test cell wall static pressure.
• Fan Speed (NI) - Low pressure rotor speed.
• Core Speed (N2) - High pressure rotor speed.
• T49 Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) - LPT inlet temperature indicating
system consisting of eleven dual-immersion C-A thermocouple probes
electrically averaged. The system is composed of four harnesses
r. joined together by means of an aft lead which in turn connects to a
forward lead. The forward lead has another electrical connector for
transmission of the signal to the EGT indicator (Figures 3-11 and
3-12).
• Main Fuel Flow (WFM) - Facility engine fuel flow measured on a volu-
metric turbine flowmeter.
• Verification Fuel Flow (WFV) - Facility engine fuel flow measured on
a volumetric turbine flo_n_ter.
• Fuel Temperature (TF) - Facility engine fuel temperature measured at
the flowmeters using a C-C thermocouple.
• Bellmouth Total Pressure (PT2) - Four 6-element pitot-statlc rakes l_
(manifolded by rake) located in the engine bellmouth forward of the
fan face. Rake Part No. (P/N) 4013034-682G01 and -682G02 (two each).
• Bellmouth Static Pressure (PS2) - Four 6-element pitot-stat!c rakes
(read individually) located in the engine bellmouth forward of the
fan face. Rake P/N 4013034-682G01 and -682C02 (two each).
• Fuel Samp.le Specific Gravity (SGSAMP) - Specific gravity of the fuel
sample.
• Fuel Sample Temperature (TSAM_- Fuel sample temperature read during
the specific-gravity measurement.
, • Fuel Lower Heatin_ Value (LHV) - Lower heating value of the fuel
sample as determined by a bomb calorimeter.
• Load Cell Thrust (PC) - Thrust frame axial force measured using a
50,O00-1b load cell.

_ • Compressor Discharge Temperature (T3) - Five-element C-A thermo-
couple rake measured individually. Rake P/N 4012403-847G01.
• Compressor Discharge Static Pressure (PS3) - Wall static located in
a combustor borescope port.
LP Turbine Inlet Total Pressure (P49) - Five four-element probes
q manifolded by probe. Probe P/N 9554M54G06.
• Variable Stator Position (VSV) - LVDT readout measured on a 0 to 5-
volt scale.
RANGES AND ACCURACIES
Table 3-1 summarizes the range requirements and instrumentation accuracies for
tbe test-cell instrumentation described in the previous section. The accura-
cies quoted are 20 values (i.e., 95 percent confidence limits).
3.4 PROCEDURE
TDe Short-Term Performance Deterioration Program, utilizing ESN 451507, con-
sisted of an Evendale Production Acceptance Test, a DACo DC-10 Aircraft/Engine
Acceptance Test, an ASO/Ontario Inbound Test, and an Analytical Teardown/
Reassembly.
3.4.1 PRODUCTION ACCEPTANCE TEST
The Evendale Production Acceptance Test verifies that the engine can be safely
operated to takeoff power without exceeding certified redlines while achieving
guaranteed performance levels. The test includes a
• Seal break-in run and functional test to check variable stator vanes ",
(VSV's) and engine vibrations.
• A performance test to measure component levels and overall engine
performance parameters. The test included the reading and record-
ing of the performance parameters described in Section 3.3.
3.4.2 AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE TEST
After extensive aircraft/engine ground testing, the DC-IO-10 aircraft under-
goes the initial acceptance test flight. The segments of this flight are pre-
sented schematically in Figure 3-13. After normal takeoff and climb to medium
altitude, a number of system checks are conducted, including an airplane stall
check which produces large excursions in engine power. These checks are fol-
lowed by a climb to high altitude, during which _cceleration checks from fli?ht
)
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Table 3-I. Instrumentation Ranges and Accuracies.
Parameter Range Accuracy
PBAR 28 to 31-in. Hg. O.IZ absolute
HUM 0 to 200 grains 5Z relative humidity
!
T2 -I0 to llO" F I" F
PT2 0 to -10 in. H20 0.5_ gage
PS2 0 to -85 in. H20 0.Sg gage
HI 0 to 4200 rpm 5 rpm
N2 0 to 11,000 rpm 20 rpm
I"
EGT 0 to 2000" F 10" F
MFH 0 to 70 gpm 0.5_ of reading
WFV 0 to 70 gpm 0.Sg of reading
TF -I0 to II0" F 2" F
SGSAHP 0.7 to 0.8 0.15X of reading
TSAHP -I0" to II0" I" F
LHV 18,000 to 19,000 Btu/Ib 0.3Z of reading
0 to 50,000 lb 0.5Z of reading
T3 0 to 1200" F I0" F
PS3 0 to 500 psig 0.SZ of reading
P49 0 to 100 psig 0.SZ of reading
VSV 0 to 5 volts -_-
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tFigure 3-13. Schematic of DC-IO-IO Initial Accoptancc Test Flight.
idle to maximum climb power are conducted on each engine, one at a time.
(These acceleration checks potentially result in '_ot rotor rebursts" which
will be discussed later.) Stabilized cruise recordings, which are used to
establish the short-term deterioration, are obtained upon reaching a high
altitude - typically 35,000 to 39,000 feet. Additional acceleration and
system checks are then performed at cruise, and are followed by a shutdown
and relight for each engine during aircraft descent. Approach operation dur-
ing the initial flight includes several go-arounds, and the flight is termi-
nated with a landing utilizing full reverse power.
i 3,.4.3 INBOUND TEST
The ASO/Ontario Inbound Test establishes the performance level of the engine
relative to the as-shipped performance measured in Evendale (see Section
3.4.1). The inbound test includes a
• Functional test to check variable stators and engine vibration as
well as to assure that the engine could be safely operated at take-
off power
• A performance test to measure component levels and overall engine
performance parameters. The instrumentation that is read and re-
corded is the same as that which was used during the Production
Acceptance Test (Section 3.4.1).
3.4.4 ANALYTICAL TEARDONN AND REASSEMBLY
The analytical teardown included a detailed dimensional and visual in-
spection of the engine modules as they were being disassembled. Special atten-
tion was given to the three major sources of deterioration: increased clear-
ances, decreased airfoil quality, and leakages. These inspection results were l_
used in conjunction with hardware influence coefficients to isolate the deteri-
oration mechanisms and assign a fuel burn deterioration level to each source.
lnfluenc coefficients are empirically or analytically derived factor3 which
equate a change in hardware condition with a change in component performance.
t,$
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4.0 RESIILTS AND DISCUSSION
The detailed results from tile short-term deterioration studies included
cruise and test cell performance results for more than 80 CF6-6D production
eng, ines ._nd a._sessments -f short-term deterior.ation mechanisms. These deteri-
oration ,assessments were base, i primarily ,)a the hardware inspection results
from ESN 451507 as well as special ground and flight tests.
4.1 PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Two sources of performance data were available for the investigation of CF6-6D
short-term deterioration. The first source consisted of cruise performance
cockpit measurements which are routinely recorded by DACe during each initial
DC-10-10 checkout/acceptance flight. These records were available for all
engines delivered to the airlines on new DC-10-10 airplanes, and data were
analyzed for all engines beginning with ESN 451406. (Major product improve-
ments for engine durability considerations have been introduced into produc-
tion engines starting with ESN 451406. These items have been retrofitted into
all CF6-6D engines and this vintage engine is representative of the curretlt
revenue service configuration.) Tile second source consisted of inbound tests
of ESN 451507 and one other CF6-6D engine after undergoing airplane/engine
checkout flights but prior to entry into revenue service. ESN 451507 was
tested inbound specifically as part of this short-term investigation.
The large sample of cruise performance measurements from the initial airplane
checkout flight was used to establish the average short-term loss. Moreover,
the inbound test results were used to demonstrate that the losses were the
result of real, nonreversible deterioration; and further, to substantiate the
assessment of the cruise checkout data. The intial deterioration of new spare
engines was also examined to determine if some amount of the short-term losses
were related to the airplane checkout procedure itself. In all instances,
deterioration assessments were based on the analysis of individual engines and
the results will be presented here_n as cruise levels unless otherwise noted.
4.1.1 CRUISE PERFORMANCE TRENDS
Cruise cockpit data recorded at stabilized conditions during the first check-
out flight of each DC-10-10 aircraft included both engine and airplane flight
parameters. Significant engine performance parameters recorded during the
cruise setting consisted of fuel flow (WFM), exhaust gas temperatur_ (EGT,
fan speed (NI), and core speed (N2), daEle airplane conditions included alti-
tude, Math number, and ambient temperature. In order to assess performance
deterioration, it was necessary to compare these cruise measurements at
altitude with measurements of uninstalled, sea level static performance data
obtained during the engine production acceptance testing.
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Prior efforts had indicated that a reasonable correlation of EGT measurements
was possible between production acceptance test cell levels and intial cruise
readings. This correlation was derived by separately establishing the rela-
tion of each (test cell and cruise EGT measurements) to a common reference
temperature, namely the maximum EGT certified for the CF6-6D. Beth test cell
and cruise EGT's were independently projected =o hot-day (30" C) transient
takeoff conditions (in order to yield maximum expected temperatures) and com-
!! pared to the certified maximum EGT to determine the respective EGT margins.
These projections were based on previous experience, including comparisons of
actual takeoff data with cruise readings for various engine fan speeds and
_i airplane conditions. Direct comparisons between test cell and cruise EGTmargins were then used to identify changes in performance. This correlation
between test cell and cruise temperatures was developed primarily because of
the historic interest in EGT as an indication of engine health; experience
indicates it produces acceptable results.
8owever, comparisons of fuel flow between test cell and cruise measurements
have been very difficult; a suitable correlation procedure has not been
accurately developed. Experience has shown that cruise fuel flow levels
have been useful primarily to trend changes with time; absolute levels have
been less consistent than EGT measurments. Several conditions are known to
contribute to the greater inconsistencies of fuel flow compared with those
of EGT measurments. First, small differences in core exhaust nozzle area
that exist between the individual thrust reversers or fixed nozzles can
produce large changes in fuel flow but small changes in EGT. Similarly,
changes in thrust as the engine deteriorates produce relatively large changes
in fuel flow with smaller changes in EGT.
Based on these considerations, the procedure used to establish short-term
fuel burn deterioration was to determine the change in EGT margin between
test cell and initial cruise measurments. The corresponding change in fuel
flow was then calculated from the delta temperature, using a computer cycle
deck, engine derivatives, and component models. This fuel flow calculation
procedure was substantiated with inbound test cell performance runs, where
deterioration in both fuel flow and EGT can be more properly assessed. I_
Analysis of Initial Flight EGT Measurements
Cruise performance data recorded during initial DC-10-10 acceptance chekout
flights were analyzed for 90 engines. These include all CF6-6D engines flown
on initial DACe checkout flights between January 1974 and February 1978
(engine serial numbers 451406 to 451512). Apparent measurement errozs were
noted for eight engines; their data were not considered. Analysis of the
cockpit data for the remaining 82 engines have been summarized in terms of
equivalent margins relative to the CF6-6D certified maxim_ EGT, as follows:
tt
Average Std. Deviation
Production EGT Margin 45.3 ° C 8.8 ° C
Checkout Flight ECT Margin 31.2 ° C 8.9 ° C
Short-Term EGT Determination 14.1 ° C 7.4 ° C
Thus, the deterioration manifested itself as a loss in EGT margin. As
will be shown from comparisons of shipped to inbound test cell performance,
this loss in EGT margin was real and not an installation effect.
The assessment of deterioration was based on cruise measurements taken
during stabilized cruise conditions after the airplane attained high alti-
tude flight for the first time. Prior to these cockpit readings, the engines
had undergone a series of ground checks, their first takeoff rotation, opera-
tion at altitude, and in-flight systems tests. Some deterioration of engine
performance would normally be expected during initial on-wing operation of
the engine following the production test cell calibration run; however,
neither factory test nor airline experience would support as much short-term
deterioration as experienced during airplane acceptance testing.
One checkout sequence not typically encountered during revenue service opera-
tion was identified, however, that could contribute significantly to the short
term deterioration. This sequence was the acceleration checks from flight
idle to maximum climb power, during which the potential exists for a "hot
rotor reburst." This was considered very significant since it is known that a
hot rotor reburst - that is, rapid acceleration of the engine from low power
with the engine still hot from previous operation at high power - can result
in thermal closure of engine clearances, notably between high pressure turbine
blade tip and shroud. Should a tip rub occur, turbine clearances would be
increased, resulting in a loss of performance. Analysis of turbine hardware
from ESN 451507 did indicate that significant tip rubs had occurred, thus
indicating a potential cause for the observed short-term losses.
Considering further the intial checkout EGT performance for the 82 engines,
EGT data were examined to identify any apparent trends. While the confidence
level in the first flight average deterioration was hi_h, large engine-to-
engine variations were observed. The EGT margins, relative to the maximum EGT
level certified for the CF6-6D, are shown for these engines in Figure 4-I was
projected from production acceptance test cell measurements and initial-
checkout flight readings. The same data are presented in Figure 4-2 which
show loss of EGT margin (acceptance test cell margin minus initial flight
cruise margin) as a function of test cell EGT margin. Statistical analysis
indicated a tendency whereby the short-term deterioration varied from the
average loss of 14° C as a function of the production test cell EGT margin
(EGTM). Although not a strong trend, engines with better as-shipped produc-
tion margin tended to deteriorate more during the airplane checkout, as shown
in Figure 4-2. However, the significance of this trend was considered ques-
tionable based on the degree to which it reduced the data scatter.
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There are several measures of the quality for the statistical fit. The
standard error of estimate (SEE) indicates the deviation about a fitted curve.
This parameter is a measure of the data spread and is similar to a standard
deviation but is the root-mean-square deviation about the curve fit instead of
about the mean of the data. In this case, the SEE associated with the data-
fit of EGTM loss was only slightly lower than the standard deviation (o)
associated with the means of the data (2 SEE = 13.6° C versus 2o = 14.8° C);
thus, the derived trend did not significantly reduce the data scatter.
Another measure of how well the statistical fit matches the data is provided
by the coefficient of determination (R2), which is a numerical measure of
the proportion of variation accounted for by the fit Cwhere 100% indicates a
perfect fit). The R2 level indicated that only 17 percent of the variation in i
the data was accounted for by the linear fit of EGTM loss versus test-cell
margin.
Cruise performance levels of the two designated engines, ESN 451487 and
451507, which were tested inbound, will be discussed later.
_ Analysis of Multiple DACo Flight Data
The DC-10 checkout procedure typically consists of three to four different
flights, including an airline acceptance flight. The question arises whether
additional short-term EGT margin losses are typically incurred during these
later flights, or for that matter during the remainder of the first flight
after the cruise performance measurements have been obtained. To answer this
question, the first flight cruise performance was compared with successive
DACo flight data and with early revenue service cruise trends for a limited
number of engines.
Multiple check flight cruise data were availble for I0 of the 82 engines. The
EGT losses for these engines during DACo flight tests and early revenue ser-
vice are presented in Figure 4-3. The average of EGT margin for the seven
engines for which cruise data from three DACo flights were obtained, were
15.7° C, 15.6° C, and 15.9° C, respectively - indicating that there was no
additional loss during the remainder of the aircraft checkout flights. Like-
wise, no general trends of increasing EGT losse_ were evident from early
revenue service cruise data for these I0 individual engines.
+
Initial Revenue Service Data
Airline trend data were available for 48 engines within about the first 300
hours of revenue service operation, and these EGT levels were compared with
the performance levels during the DACo initial aircraft checkout flight. The
average EGT increase was about 2' C; these short-term losses of EGT cruise
margin are shown versus production test cell EGT margin in Figure 4-4. While
there were the expected engine-to-engine variations, one airline recorded
average additional early revenue service losses of more than 6" C, which com-
pared with less than a degree average change experienced by two other airlines
as follows;
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I_ ¸ _
Number Average
of ECT Standard
En$ines Change Deviat ion
Airline "A" 28 -0.8 ° C 8.4 ° C
Airline "B" 15 +6.5 ° C 8.2 ° C
!! Airline "C" 5 -0.6 ° C I0.i ° C
In general, there appears to be little additional short-term deterioration
after the initial DACo checkout flight. Some variation was observed between
the different airlines; but it is not certain whether these differences are
real, due to the different operating procedures (such as dissimilar use of
reduced-thrust takeoff), or only indicated, due to variations in cruise data
reduction procedures. These differences were not considered to be of ma_or
importance and did not warrant further investigations with the available
information.
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i_ Initial Loss For Spare Engines
i
In an effort to verify the belief that significant short-term losses occur
ip as a result of a specific, nonstandard reven,_e service operation during
airplane checkout, data were analyzed for a limited number of new engines
which entered revenue service _lithout undergoing airplane checkout. These
were ii new CF6-6D spare engines (ESN 451406 and above) which was delivered
directly to the airlines from the factory, thus bypassing the DACo airplane
checkout.
The cruise EGT levels during early airline service were examined for the
ii new spare engines. The average shore-term deterioration of these spare
._ engines was found to be 9 ° C (a = 6 ° C) after an average of 351 hours of
I airline operation. This compared with an average 16° C loss of EGT margin
during early revenue service as determined for the 48 engines which underwent
airplane checkout (shown in Figure 4-4). The average production test cell EGT
margin for the eleven spare engines was 43 ° C while the early cruise EGT
margin was 34 ° C, versus 44 ° C test cell EGT margin and 28 ° C early revenue
service cruise EGT margin for the 48 engine sample. Thus 7 ° C additional
deterioration was observed for engines undergoing airplane checkout.
The spare engine EGT deterio_tion of 9° C was about one-half of that recorded
for the 48 engines which had undergone airplane checkout at approximately the
same number of revenue service hours. While the spare engine sample size was
small, the lower observed short-term EGT deterioration for these engines doe3
support the belief that norrepresentative engine operation during the airplane
p checkout results in a significant amount of short-term loss.
¢,t
Assessment of Fuel Burn From Cruise Data
As previously noted, the measured loss in cruise EGT margin was used to I_
predict the short-term fuel burn increase. A comDonent deterioration model
was utilized to assign the overall loss in EGT margin to the various engine
components (or modules). Engine derivatives were available for the individual
modules that equate unique fuel burn effect for a given change in EGT margin.
The fuel burn equivalent to the =otal measured EGT margin loss were merely the
sum of the fuel burn deltas calculated for the individual components. Using
this method, the average loss of 14° C in cruise EGT margin for the 82
engines was equivalent to a cruise fuel burn increase of 0.9 percent.
i_ These comparative fuel burn and EGT increases were substantiated based on
inbound test cell recalibrations of ESN 45148? and 451507 prior to revenuer
r service, as _ill be shown.
. 4.1.2 INBOUND TEST-CELL RESULTS
Few inbound performance calibrations have been conducted for CF6-6D engines
which had undergone an aircraft manufacturer's airplane checkout procedure but
' had not entered revenue service. The available test cell data were used to
demonstrate that short-term deterioration was both real and nonreversible. As
noted previously, cruise EGT data were relied upon to establish the magnitude
of the short-term loss because of the limited nature of the test-cell data.
However, engine performance deterioration assessments based on available
test cell calibrations were used to verify the procedure used to calculate
cruise fuel-b_rn increases from cruise EGT deterioration assessments.
Inbound test cell performance calibrations for short-term deteriorated engines
were available for two engines. The first, ESN 451487, had been removed to be
investigated for a vibration complaint and was tested at Ontario, California
(ASO/O) during 1975. The second, ESN 451507, was removed specifically for
this investigation and was also tested at the General Electric facilities at I_
Ontario, California (ASO/O). '
ESN 451487 Inbound Test
• Prior to its inbound test cell calibration, ESN 451487 was installed on two
different DC-10-10 airplanes during their respective initial checkout flights.
This engine was initially flown on the first flight of fuselage number (F/N)
209 during which it lost 14° C in EGT margin, matching the average cruise loss
for the 82 CF6-6D engines. The engine was removed after this first flight and
installed on F/N 210 for the first checkout flight of that aircraft. During
this flight (the second [light of the engine), an additional loss of 5" C
cruise EGT margin was noted, making the total 19° C since the production
acceptance test. Th=.EGT deterioration derived from this second flight is
shown relative =o the short-term performance of the other 81 engines in Figure
4-2.
it
i_ While the engine was removed after the second flight to investigate a vibra-
r; tion complaint, a performance calibration test was conducted. The short-temm
deterioration assessment was based on a comparison between the inbound test
cell results and the factory performance. These test cell data indicated a
sea level static sfc increase of 2.2 percent at constant thrust for this
engine as well as a 21" C EGT and 1.8 percent fuel flow increase at constant
fan speed relative to the factory performance. These data thus verified that
the short-term losses incurred prior to introduction to revenue service were
L! both real and nonreversible.
These test cell results for ESN 451407 were compared to a short-term sea
#, level static deterioration model as shown in Table 4-I. Further, the test
_: cell deterioration assessment of ESN 451487 was also projected to cruise
conditions and compared to a model of installed cruise short-term deteriora-
i tion. Both the test cell and projected cruise performance were higher than
those assessed for an average engine. However, the cruise EGT loss deter-
mined from checkout flight measurements for this engine had likewise indicated
!. that the engine deteriorated more than average at the time of its second
! flight. In fact, the cruise EGT loss projected from the measured test cell
,' data (analytically derived as 80 percent of the sea level static EGT loss) was
within 2" C of the EGT deterioration assessed from the cruise checkout results.
'
This comparison, also shown in Table 4-1, indicated that the calculation and
comparison procedure used to equate cruise and test cell EGT levels was rea-
sonable.
Table 4-1. Short-Term Performance Deterioration Assessment
Inbound Test of ESN 451487.
SLS Test Cell Installed Cruise
Analytical Projected Analytical Airplane
Overall Performance Measured Model From SLS Model Checkout t_
(Delta From New) ""
A SFC At FN 2.2% 1.3% 1.5% 0.9% ---
EGT At N1 21° C 18 ° C 17 ° C 14° C 19° C
A _M At NI 1.8% 1.5% 1.6% 1.3% ....
f
I ESN 451507 Inbound T_st
As noted previously, the activities to quantify short-term performance deteri-
oration included special testing of ESN 451507. This engine had completed the
entire DC-10-10 aircraft/engine checkout at DACo on F/N 250 before being
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P Table 4-11. ESN 451507 Test Cell Restllts.
!. Power Th r us t
i Run Setting itot Day EGT SFC Mar_in NFK 0 N1K Margin
"C '(_.) (PPH)
Evenda I e T/O 858 O. 1 14625 1.6
| Outbound H/C 822 O. 1 13905 1. I
Average 858/ O. 1 14625/ 1.4
822 13905
ASO/O T/O 874 -2.5* 14843 0.8*
Inbound T/O 872 -2.6* 14841 O. 6*
H/C 837 -2.6* 14116 O. 2*
H/C 836 -2.5* 14092 O. 2*
T/O 873 -3.0" 14861 0.4*
T/O 873 -2.3" 14811 O. I*
H/C 838 -2.6" 14169 O. 5*
H/C 838 -2.5* 14088 O. 1"
ASO/O T/O 873 -2.9* 14874 O. 5*
After T/O 872 -2.5* 14957 1.4"
Fan Cleaning H/C 836 -2.8* 14193 0.5*
HIC 838 -2.6" 14 172 O. 6*
Average 873-"--/ -2.6 _ 14865/
837 14138
Deterior,_t ion +15 ° C +I.6Z
*llnreliable Due to Thrust H:,asurement Problems
t
[able 4-I11. Sl_ort-'rt, rm Performance D_,tL, l'i,,ration Assessment
Inbovnd 'rest of I'SN 451507.
SI,S lest Cell In,_talled Cruise
Annlvtical Proioct,,d Analytical Airplane lnitial
Overm_.I Performance Measured Hodel from SI..q Th_,h,l Chockout Rev. Serv.
(Delta From New)
A SFC at FN --- !.3?. --- 0,')). ......
._ EGT at NI 15" C 18" C l?" ¢: It** t', 2'2" C L7° C
a IFH at Nl 1.6Z 1.5_ 1.4Z 1.37, .....
"i(;
i r
f
t| °
Based on the average of 82 engines, the magnitude of short-term deterioration
was analytically established as 0.9 percent in cruise fuel burn. The avail-
able cruise and inbound test cell results were found to be consistent. Also,
results from the analysis of new spare engines support the belief that a
significant amount of the short-term loss is due to nontypical engine opera-
tion during the airplane checkout, such as a "hot rotor reburst."
It was also shown that the short-term performance loss for program ESN 451507
was representative of that established for the CF6-6D model engine; so it
logically follows that the hardware inspection results should also be con-
sidered to represent the CF6-6D fleet.
4•2 HARDWAREINSPECTION RESULTS
The second major part of the short-term studies was to obtain and analyze
hardware inspection data in order to isolate the sources or causes of the I
performance deterioration.
The inspection of ESN 451507 was tonducted at the General Electric facility i
located in Ontario, California• All engine modules were inspected, and atten- !
lion was directed toward the three major sources of deterioration: clear-
ances, airfoil quality, and leakages. These inspection results, in conjunc-
tion with influence coefficients, were used to isolate the deterioration
mechanisms and assign a fuel burn deterioration to each source. Influence
coefficients are empirically or analytically derived factors which equate a
change in a hardware condition with a change in component performance.
The CF6-6D engine is of modular :onstruction, such that the major components
of the engine can be independently repaired and modified with complete inter-
changeabitlty with other modules, tlardware inspections data are generally
summarized in the same manner, i.e., by individual sections of the engine.
Since the CF6-6D is a dual-spool, turbofan model engine, it is logical to
isolate the compressor and turbine section for each spool - that is, the low
and high pressure systems. Accordingly, the hardware data have been summa-
rized into four major categories: fan, high pressure (HP) compressor, high
pressure turbine, and low pressure (LP) turbine. Figure 3-1 showed a cros_
section of the engine showing these major divlsion_. Note that the followlng
paragraphs only summarized the hardware findings and that detailed data are
. presented in Appendix B.
4.2.1 FAN SECTION
Hardware inspections included measurement of Stage 1 fan blade-re-shroud
clearance, leading edge shape (profile) of Stage l fan blades, and determina-
tion of surface finish change for the various airfoils.
There was no measured short-term loss associated with the fan (and booster)
section. A back-to-back test cell run was completed which indicated no change
!'
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,
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in performance after cleaning the fan blades. Six fan blades were removed,
and leading edge inspection by means of comparison with a glassine master
indicated no change in contour.
4.2.2 NIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR SECTION
The high pressure rotor and stator subassemblies were removed from the engine
| for measurements. Ten blades per stage (Stages 3 through 16) and ten vanes per
stage (Stages 7 through OGV) were removed to obtain representative surface
finish data. The flowpath coating was inspected for spalling and evidence of
_, rubs to ascertain potentiai clearance changes. The radial COP rotatlng-to-
i_ stationary-seal clearance was determined in order to isolate any potential
internal leakage (parasitic) effects.
Rubs were noted on the st_tor casing rub coat from compressor blade tips,
i particularly in the upper half in the vicinity of 12 o'clock. These local ]
[. rubs were noted in most stages, ranging from a kiss (no depth) up to 0.008 i
inch. Minor spalllng of the casing rub coat was also noted. The performance ,
,, effect for the estimated clearance change is 0.05 percent in compressor effi-
ciency - equivalent to 0.03 percent in cruise fuel consumption. All other
measured conditions were within new engine tolerances.
J
4.2.3 HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE SECTION
Detailed measurements to determine the change in blade tip-to-shroud clearance
were accomplished. Selected Sta_e I and 2 blades and vanes were subjected to
surface determination, and the static parts (shrouds, supports, and vanes)
were inspected for distortion that could result in an internal leakage (para-
sitic) loss.
Degradation of the high pr+,ssure turbine is the dominant factor in short-term
deterioration. Over 90 percent of the assessed cruise sfc loss for ESN 451507
was attriht,ted to this section of the engine. Turbine blade rubs had occurred
on both stages, resulting in shortening of tileStage 1 and 2 blade tips by
0.021 inch and 0.011 inch, respectively. This was almost all of the turbine
degradation and is equivalent to O.71 percent in increased cruise fuel con-
sumptlon. Based on this result, notches were incorporated into the tips of
seven production engines to assess blade length change with time. Borescope
inspection (which does not require engine di.,_assembly),obtained on these
engines (see Appendix B.3.3) after com1_letion of a,-'rcraftacceptance testing,
validated the results noted for ESN 451507 and verified that blade tip rubs
are tiledominant mode of short-term deterioration.t
Surface finish measurements of all airfoils indicated a slight roughness of
the Stage I nozzle vanes, resulting in a 0.02 percent increase in cruise sfc.
Measurement of turbine seals and Stage I van,_s for distortim, indicated no
parasitic los_, and t|'o m,,asured Stage I noz_.le vane throat area (A4) was
nominal.
4.2.4 LOW-PRESSURE TURBINE SECTION
Inspections to assess deterioration mt,chanisms included determination of blade
tip-to-shroud and interst.'wt' :;,,el clo:lr.luc,,s. In :M,lit ion, r,'pr,,._e,lt:+t iw,
surface finisll data were ol_t;|ined for each airloil sta_,e t',y m,,asurement of six
randomly selected parts.
I _ Two areas of minor deterioration were assessed in tile low pressure turbine
section, including surface finish change for tilt, SLa_.e l vane _nd interst,_ge
seal radial clearance. Tile Stage l vane surf at,, finish was 80 II in. (AA)
, compared with new engine requirement of b3 It in. The rotating interstage seal
teeth were found to be from 3 to 10 mils smaller than new-engine minimum,
which calculated to be a 0.04 percent increase in cruise sfc. The vane
surface finish effect was negligible.
4.2.5 SUHHARY OF HARDI4ARE INSPECTION DATA
The short-term losses assessed from hardware inspection data for the various
engine section are summarized in Table 4-IV. As sho_m, losses in the high-
pressure turbine are the major source of, and blade tip-to-shroud rubs the
dominant factor in, short-tens deteriorati_m. Tlse calculation of fuel consump-
tion effects carried to the second decimal point is not intended to convey
that the Contractor believes this _s tile level o,_ accuracy. Rather, the loss
mechanisms that were isolated for tile compressor and turbine sections have
a minor influence on fuel consumption lind tilt' measured deltas were also very
small. Realistically, the only condition isolated that is a sipnifleant
contributor to short-term deterioration is Stage 1 and 2 high pressure torbine
blade tip rubs.
4.3 COMPARISON AND DETERIORATION ASSESSMENT
It can be concluded from these data that ESN 451507 :.,_ typical of tile average
short-term deterioration for tile C.Vb-bD model engine, since measured cruise
performance loss and the dominant deterior.it{on source agree well with similar I_
"e
data from other CF6-fD engines, llowever, the short-term loss assessed from
hardware inspection data taken from ESN 4,1507 must be compared with the total
measured Loss based un performance data before tilt, hardware results Can be
established to be reasonable.
The performmlce and analytical teardown hardwar,, data indic_lted that tilt, total
fuel consumption increase derived from tilt, two independent methods for ESN
451507 was 0.8 percent b;Ised ,_ll tilt, h:|rdware inspections and O.q percent based
on the cruise performance data. As nott,tt, those independent studies produced
results within O.1 percent of each other, and the hardw,|re data isolated over
88 percent of the loss expected from cruise performance data. This comparison
is considered excellent, and suhstanti_ttes that tile hardware assessments art, a
realistic representation of short-term deterioration.
Table 4-1V. Analytical Assessment of ESN 451507
(Sea Level Takeoff).
Assessment
e EGT SF_._C_C
HP Compressor 0.05% I° F 0.04%
Airfoil Surface Finish 0.05
Stator Land Rubs
HP Turbine 0.95% 24° F 1.05%
Stage I Nozzle Surface Finish 0.03
Blade Surface Finish 0.00
Stage I Blade Tip Clearance 0.70
(+ 21 mils)
Stage 2 Blade Tip Clearance 0.22
' (+ II mils)
!_ Parasltics
All Seals Nominal 0.00% 0 0.00%
LP Systems 0.07% 0 0.05%
I/S Seal Clearance 0.07
Stage 2 (-3 mil) 0.02
Stage 3 (-3 mil) 0.01
Stage 4 (-8 mil) 0.02
Stage 5 (-I0 mil) 0.02
Total 25° F 1.14%
JTherefore, based on (i) these test results, which indicated that ESN A51507 per-
_ formance and hardware results were typical of those expected for other CF6-6D
model engines, and (2) the excellent agreement between cruise performance data
for ESN 451507 and the short-term deterioration independently assessed from
hardware inspection, it is concluded that the short-term deterioration for the
CF6-6D model engine is 0.9 percent in cruise fuel burn and that the major source
of this loss is hlgh-pressure turbine Stage i and 2 blade tip-to-shroud rubs.
i
I' 5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
i_ Three separate courses of action have been initiated to eliminate or alleviatethe short-term deterioration losses. It was noted that each engine is decel-
i crated from high power to flight idle and then subjected to a rapid accelera-
tion during aircraft climb prior to recording stabilized performance data
during the aricraft acceptance flights (see Section 4.1.1). It is known that
this type of thermal transient (termed "hot rotor reburst") can cause HP tur-
bine blade tip rubs due to different thermal rates for the rotating and sta-!
tionary structures. The aircraft acceptance flight test procedure is being
reviewed by DACo/GE in an effort to eliminate this operational requirement
which is untypical of, but permissible for, revenue service operation.
_ The comparison Performance Improvement Program, also sponsored by NASA-Lewis,
is developing generic items for HP turbines. Both of these - the Roundness
Control Program, which {s developing improved and more efficiently cooled
static structures, and the HPT Active Clearance Control, which will meter
cooling air based on thermal and operational considerations rather than by
fixed orifices - can help to eliminate these short-term losses.
A third approach being developed by the Contractor (Ceneral Electric) is to
utilize an abrasive coating on the high-pressure turbine blade tips. This
coating is to provide the mechanism to "machine" the shroud during adverse
thermal conditions, thus producing local removal of shroud material rather
than shortening of all the blades. Since studies to date have indicated that
the rubs are very local, this approach eliminates the performance effect from
the rubs, and the total shroud material removal and resultant clearance
increase will be minimal.
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APPENDIX A
TEST PLAN/WORKSCOPE
This appendix presents the actual test plan and workscope used to conduct the
engine test on ,_ngine serial number 451507 and to conduct the engine disas-
! sembly and parts inspections.
t! A.I INBOUND TEST
i'
;f The following sequence of testing is required for the CF6-6D short-term de-
terioration engine. The testing will be conducted in the ASO-Ontario CF6
test cell with a lightweight bellmouth and the standard CF6-6 Acceptance Test
Cowling configurat ion.
I. Install engine in the CF6 test cell and set up per CF6 Shop Manual,
", 72-00-00 Test inf.
2. Check variable stator vanes cold rig, but do no..__tadjust unless VSV
tracks outside of the open limit by more than one degree during
engine operation. No adjustment is to be made without the concur-
rence of ASE Engineering.
3. Install instrumentation as defined by the Instrumentation Plan for
the short-term deterioration engine (Section 3.3).
4. Conduct the following performance test:
a. Perform normal prefire checks including a leak check.
b. Start engine and stabilize for five minutes at ground idle.
c. Set the foLlo_Jing two steady-state data points and take full
data readings after four mint,te stabilization:
Power Setting Corrected Fan Speed
"_ 50% 76.42% (2623 rpm)
75% 90.ii% (3093 rpm)
d. Slow decel to ground idle, and analyze the two points to deter-
mine if the engine can be safely operated to takeoff power
without exceeding any limits (N2, EGT, VSV). Also ascertain
that all instrumentation, including the recorder, is function-
ing properly.
te. Set the following steady-state data points and take two back-
to-back data readings after four minutes stabilization. The
engine should be operated at maximum continuous power for a
minimum of six minutes prior to setting the following points.
Take one data reading after six minutes.
Power Setting Corrected Fan Speed
!
Takeoff 100.30% (3443 rpm)
Maximum Continuous 98.70% (3388 rpm)
Maximum Cruise 95.85% (3290 rpm)
_: 75% 90.11% (3093 rpm)
f. Shut down for a minimum of 30 minutes and then repeat steps
b and e.
, 5. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 The following special instructions apply for testing the CF6-6D
short-term-deterioration engine:
a. Obtain a fuel LHV sample between the dual-performance power
calibrations. A bomb calorimeter will be used to obtain the
LHV.
b. No performance data are to be taken when visible precipitation
exists or when the relative humidity exceeds 85 percent.
c. Pressure transducers, fuel meters, and the thrust-load cell
must be within FAA calibration limits and the calibrations
traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
A.2 ANALYTICAL TEARDOWN_ REFURBISHMENT, AND REASSEMBLY
General
Engine disassembly and analvtical inspection requirements are discussed in
the following sections as sequentially related to the Short-Term Deteriora-
tion test objectives. In all cases, engine disassembly, inspections, data
recording, and engine rebuild procedures shall be in accordance with the
applicable sections of the CF6-6 Shop Manual, CEK 9266. Inspection forms
for each of the individual requirements will be furnished to ASO by Evendale
Engineering.
The following instructions may be modified as required by the Evendale on-
site observer. Any observed hardware distress, in addition to that described
in this detailed test plan, will be investigated relative to its effect on
engine performance and sfc deterioration.
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Inspection results are documented in Appendix B of this report. This includes
a tabulation and analysis of the dimensional and surface finish measurements.
In addition, photographs (detailed and overall) of the deteriorated parts are
presented to emphasize the written description. Sketches are included where
necessary and where photographs are unavailable.
# LPT Inpections
Remove and disassemble the LPT module sufficiently to perform the following
inspection checks:
Turbine Midframe (Reference 72-54-00)
• Measure and record eight-point-diameter check (dia. AM) of the LPT
pressure balance seal.
• Measure and record outside diameter of forward mounting flange (dia.
U) at twelve o'clock; take r,mnout relative to No. 5 bearing, at
twelve equally spaced locations starting at twelve o'clock.
• Stage 1LPT Nozzles (Reference 72-55-00)
I. Remove four Stage I LPT nozzle segments, and measure the surface
finish of the vane airfoils at each end of each segment at the
following locations:
• Suction (Convex) Side
Measure at pitch line and 0.5 inch below the outer platform
0.45/0.50 inch from the leading edge (LE) and 0.45/0.50 inch
from the trailing edge (TE).
• Pressure (Concave) Side
Measure at pitch line 0.45/0.50 inch from the LE and 0.45/
0.50 inch from the TE.
2. After completion of surface finish measurements, reinstall the noz-
zle segments per the Shop Manual (SM).
Low Pressure Turbine Stator Assembly (Reference 72-56-00)
I. Take Castone impressions of shrouds and interstage seals as follows:
• Take impressions at maximum rub areas of each stage for each
casing half. Appropriately identify each castone. Note
approximate clock position of each.
b
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• Each impression should cover the full axial length of the seal
i: (i.e., both rubbed and unrubbed surfaces).
• Use care not to damage the impressions.
2. Per the Shop Manual (as required), remove the following from each
casing half: one nozzle segment each from Stages 2 and 3, three
!t nozzle segments each from Stages 4 and 5. Position-mark all hard-
ware prior to removal.
• Measure surface finish of the vane airfoils in the _e manner
as defined for Stage I. (Reference "Stage I LPT Nozzles.").
/ Note: More parts may be required to be checked, depending on the
condition of the hardware.
3. After surface finish checks are acceptable, rebuild the LPTS as-
sembly per the SM.
Low Pressure Turbine Rotor Assembly (Reference 72-57-00)
I. Set up the rotor in a lathe bed (or equivalent) on the No. 6 and 7
P journals. Take and record the maximum r_dius and FIR o_ each of
the following:
• Blade tip shroud seal serrations, forward and aft, each stage.
• Air seal teeth, forward and aft, each stage.
• Pressure balance seal, each tooth.
2. Measure and record the airfoil surface finish of six blades per
stage for Stages I, 3, 4, and 5. (Remove only the number of blade _
retainers required to remove the six blades per stage; position-
mark blades for reinstallation.) Measurements are to be taken at
the same airfoil locations defined for the Stage I LPT nozzles.
(Reference "Stage I LPT Nozzles.")
I_ 3. When surface finish checks are acceptable, ceinstall blades
per
posit_on marks.
Reassembly
After all inspection checks are completed, rebuild the LPT module per the SM.
Fan Section Inspections
No disassembly is planned in the fan section, other than removal of the spin-
ner to install the shimming tool under the blades (Stage I). Tip clearances
are to be taken prior to remeva! cf the LPT engine maintenance unit (EMU).
Sta_e 1 Fan Blade Inspection and Cleaning (Reference 72-20-00)
• Record the Stage I blade leading edge condition and surface condi-
tion (i.e. dirt, nicks, etc.).
• Record the condition of the Stage I and 2 shrouds and vanes.
• Note any unique conditions observed in the fan section.
• Thoroughly clean the Stage 1 blades using a soft cloth and solvent
MEK for light deposits. Remove heavy deposits using Scotch Brite
Pads No. 7447. (Do not remove the blades for cleaning.)
I •
_ • Measure and record Stage I blade tip minimum, maximum, and average
clearances at locations El2 and El3 per SM Section 72-20-01.
3
Core Engine Inspections
Disassemble the engine as necessary to obtain the required data on the noted
EMU's. Disassembly will be performed per the following sequence of events:
Note I: Photographs (detailed and overall) will be taken of each subassembly
prior to its disassembly, with particular emphasis on deteriorated
parts, or any unique condition.
Note 2: Prior to removal of the Stage 1HPTN assembly, obtain drop checks
from [lieaft face of the CRF outer flange to the aft face of Stage 1
HPTN vane outer platforms in eight equally spaced locations. At
each location, obtain drops to both ends of each segment (16 indi-
vidual readings).
Note 3: Record inspection requirements on sheets supplied by the EvHndale
engineer.
• Spl_t the core engine away from the fan module and route the
core to Hanger No. 2.
• Positlon-mark and remove the Stage 2 HPTR blades. Preserve
the Stage 2 btade retainer seal wire for engineering inspec-
tion.
• Remove the Stage _ HPTN assembly.
• Remove the HPT rotor. Reinstall the Stage 2 blades per posi-
tion marks and route the rotor to the rotor area.
• Comply with Note 2 above (drop checks), then remove the Stage 1
HPTN assembly.
• Position-mark, then remove the 4B pressure balance seal (mini-
nozzle.
• Remove the £RF.
• Remove the HPCS cases.
• Send the HPC rotor to the rotor area.
High Pressure Turbine Rotor (Reference 72-53-00)
• Install the rotor into the lathe bed. Shim the blades per the SH,
and mesure each Stage 1 and 2 blade tip at 0.1 inch from the lead-
. ing and trailing edges as follows:
- Measure and record the radius of Blade No. 1, 0.1 inch from
the LE of each stage.
- Install a dial indicator and zero on the measured blade, each
stage.
- Record runouts of each blade, for each stage, in mils (+ = long
blade, - = shorter blade).
• Measure and record all forward shaft seal teeth (i.e., G1 through
66 and HI through H6) as follows:
- Arbitrarily select and mark a position on each seal tooth as
12 o'clock. I_
- Record the diameter of each tooth at this marking.
- Install a dial indicator and zero at each of these marks.
- Record runouts at twelve equally spaced positions, for each
tooth.
• Measure and record all thermal shield seal teeth (Vl through V4)
in the same manner as described for the forward shaft seal teeth:
i.e., a diameter versus twelve-poir, t runout for each tooth.
• Inspect the Stage 1 blade retainer sea! wire. (Depending on the
wire's condition, the inspector may wish to return seal wires to
Evendale. )
)
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• Posit ion-mark illld i-t,lllOVt, ,_Jx bl:ldt,s from t,:l_'h stage, and meastlre
li the surface fillish :it th,, pitch line:
- On the slit-t ioll (ionvl'l_l ._ide _il It) I _lll, /!,lit 90 percent of the
blade chord.
- On the, pli'.'q._tll'l > (t'tlllc';IVt') sid,, At I0, Sll, iilld qO percent of
I thl" bl,ade chord.
• ReinstAll blades, pt.r i_osition Inalks.
• Heasure and record the depths of the n,_tches on ,he designated
blades. (Four bladea per sta_;,, were notched during the iaitial
/ assembly of the engine in order to estimate the amount of wear
caused by rubbing.; at, e Fig,ire A-I.)
• Record the overall general condition of the blades, taking into
account burns, cracks, missing pieces, _urface appearance, etc.
Stage 2 itPTN Assem,bty (Refere_l_ce 72-52-00)
• Restrain the Stage 2 IIP'rN Assembly in the grind fixture, center
s assembly, bteasurt, the Stage 1 and 2 shrouds at each of two axi-
al locations, for eAch ._tage (1/2 inch from 1.t; and 1/6 inch from
TEl as follows:
- Measure the diameter between twelve and six o'clock at each
axial locAt ion (four pl;ici's).
- Install ;I dial iildicalor ,'iild zl'ro :it twelve o'clock at each
AxiAl lot.it ion.
- R_,cord r_llloilis :it th,' t,lldS :wild tile c_,ilter of i'Ach shrtlud, at
,',i<li lot',It iOll.
• Rt, cord thl, depth :llld width of Ihe iillt'r._l:i!;L, st,:ii !,.l'oow's .,-;iariinl,_
,'it lwi, lvt, ol¢lock, :wild _lbl:lill Ioili-t,qu_llx" .,-:,p_ct, d rt';ldililL.q for
each Si,A I l,'lild .
Ib
• Rt, t'ord the drop diilll,l_{iln |-t-lltll the l'orll,lrd I:lct, of Ihl, ,tft f|all_e
of th,, ._upporl to lilt' lorw,li-d f:l_'e of the lul;s th,lt siipport the
SlAI_I' | wiill' olilt, r hook (Dim. K) ,'ii Ib equ:illy spaced local ion._
starti,lg At i-Jelw" _*¢lock :ind workill_ (:h/, Al,l,', Also, note the
condit{on of tilt' Il:ll'tg_, that stlppclrts the Stage I vane.q, paying
at tent ion to :irl,,lS wht'l*t' t'.nt_ic't h/i.q/ha.q not occurrt, d.
• Ree,-,rd the average tliickness o| the '_hiin located between the
Stage 2 SUllport aft fl:Jnge .'lad thv CRF.
_, ,19
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• Record the overall general assembly condition, noting:
- The condition of tile vanes.
- Tile number of cooling hc_les plugged in tilt, support (and tile ap-
proxinlalt, percenlag4, t_f shrot,d hole._ plugg,,d if disasst,mblt,d).
- The condition of the Stage 1 and 2 shroud filler material with
respect to cracks, oxidation, and missing pieces. (Estimate
the averagt, clearance due to erosion/oxidation).
Stage I iligh Pressure Nozzle Assembly (Reference 72-51-00)
• Position-mark the vanes per the Shop Hanual, using a heavy felt-Lip
marker.
• 8easure and record the area of each vane and total (A4).
• t4easure the gap between outer platforms on adjacent vanes at 16
equally spaced [ocati.ons. Neasurements are to be taken at the
aft end of the vanes.
• Record the overall general condition of the vanes as related to
burned areas, any missing pieces, surface condition, etc.
• Disassemble, as required, to remove six vane segments, t4easure
surface finish on six vanes at the pitch line on the concave and
convex sides at 10, 50, and qO percent :herd.
Compressor Rear Frame Assembly (Reference 72-34-00)
• Posit/on-mark and remove the CI)i' seal. l_
• Heasure and record _ight equally spaced diameters for each land of
each of the following seals:
- CDP seal (i:orward and Aft)
- No. 4B pressure balance' seal (minim_zzle)
• Reinstall tilt- CI)P st,ai and mii]inozzlt, per match marks.
tti_h Press:lrt, Compre.;sor Rotor (Referonct, 72-'.11-00)
• Install the ,'otor in the R/O fixturt.. Mea_3tlre ;i11(t record the diam-
eter of each seal ,ooth ot tilt, tllW .geal at twelve otclotrk (arbi-
traily chosen}, together with _ twelve-point runot.t for each tooth,
relative to the twelve ofclock position.
5l
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• Record the overall general appearance, specifically noting:
- The depth and location of any spool rubs and the condition of
the spool coating in terms of spalling.
- The condition of the airfoils, taking into account aluminum
deposits, tip curl, and erosion.
!
• Remove ten blades per stage, Stages 7 through 16. Measure and re-
cord the surface finish at 15, 50, and 85 percent of blade height
at :
- 10-15 percent of the chord from the L_ on the suction side.
- 10-15 percent of the chord from the TE on the pressure side.
Note: Position-mark the blades prior to removal.
I
b • Reinstall the blades into the rotor per position marks.
,i
HP Compressor Stators, Forward and Rear (References 72-32-.00 and 72-33-00) 1
J' • Record the overall general appearance, specifically noting: i
- The condition of the VSV bushings by stage (i.e., loose, metal- !
to-metal, pieces missing, etc )
• i
- The condition and location of stator _and rubs (depth and length
per stage).
- The amount/degree of aluminum coating spalling.
- The condition of the airfoils, taking into account aluminum de-
posits, tip, curl, and erosion.
• Position-mark and remove a quantity of ten vanes per stage (five
each from each side of lower case), for Stages 7 through the OGV's.
Record the surface finish at the same locations defined for the com-
,t pressor blades.
• Reinstall the vanes per position marks.
A.3 ENGINE REASSEMBLY AND TESTINC
i At the completion and acceptance of all the inspection checks, reassemble the '.
engine per the Shop Manual, usin_ all o( the original hardware, except where
non-s erviceable.
Test the engine per the CF6 Silop Manual and return it to American Airlines.
i.
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APPENDIX B
HARDWARE INSPECTION DATA
In accordance.with the Test Plan presented in Appendix A of this report, ESN
451507 was subjected to a disassembly and detailed inspection of engine modules
and component parts. Included were dimensional inspection checks of seals,
blades, shrouds, etc. (to measure such distortion and clearance changes), and
L! airfoil surface finish measurements on a sampling of blades and vanes through-
out the engine. Overall, the engine was in excellent condition, with heavy
rubs between the XPT blade tips and shrouds being the only condition noted
that produced a significant loss in engine performance.
'/ The detailed hardware inspection results are presented in this Section of the
report. These observations are specifically those that are performance re-
lated; they do not imply that no other discrepancies were noted. The analy-
tical assessment of these results in regard to performance loss is discussed
in Section 4.0.
B.I FAN SECTION
An overall visual inspection of the fan section revealed that it was in excel-
lent condition with no significant discrepancies.
B.I.I FAN ROTOR
The Stage I fan blades, as received, were only slightly dirty, with no nicks,
dents, or other evidence of FOD. Six Stage I fan blades were removed and the
leading edges were inspected on the glassine contour master. All had similar
profiles, and were within the acceptance requirements. I_
A visual inspection of tlleStage 2 blades likewise revealed no discrepancies.
B.I.2 FAN STATOR
The fan stator case assembly had the open-faced aluminum honeycomb Stage I fan
shroud material, with no notable discrepancies. Figure B-I is a photograph
of the fan section, with a view of the shroud. The Stage 2 shroud was of the
same material as Stage I and was also in excellent condition.
B.I.3 STAGE I FAN BLADE TIP CLEARANCE
Stage 1 fan blade tip clearances are regulated at the El2 and El3 locations
of the Stage 1 fan shroud. El2 is located 7.8 inches aft of the forward
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, flange of the fan stator case, while El3 is located 10.6 inches from the for-
ward flange, as shown in Figure B-2. The average tip clearance at each of the
two locations is calculated by adding the average rotor runout to the average
\
case clearance of the longest blade.
Average rotor runout is determined at each location by measuring the clearance
between each of the 38 blade tips and the shroud at the six o'clock position.
The smallest clearance (belonging of course to the longest blade) is then sub-
_!_ tracted from the average of the measured clearances at each location. Usingthe established long blade, clearances to the shroud are measured at twelve
equally spaced positions, from the sum of which its average case clearance is
calculated.
The Stage I fan blade tip clearances for ESN 451507, as calculated from the
blade data (Tables B-I and B-II) and the shroud data (Table B-Ill), are pre-
sented in Table B-IV. The results reveal very little differences from the
Shop Manual requirements.
0
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l'i_ureB-2. Locations of Stage i Fan Blade Tip
Clearance Measurements,
LTable B-I. Stage 1 Fan Blade Tip Clearances at
E12 (Rotor Runout).
Blade Blade
No. Clearance No. Clearance
_ i 0.154 20 0.163
2 0.165 21 0.162
3 0.165 22 0.171
4 0.165 23 0.170
5 0.155 24 0.171
6 0.154 25 0.170
' 7 0.159 26 0.166
8 0.159 27 0.170
9 0.170 28 0.175
10 0.176 29 0.180
" ii 0.155 30 0.165
12 0.162 31 0.175
13 0.165 32 0.164
14 0.170 33 0.173
15 0.164 34 0.162
16 0.175 35 0.165
17 0.175 36 0.160
18 0.170 37 0.170
19 0.162 38 0.175
FIi
Average Clearance = 0.166 in.
Smallest Clearance = 0.154 in. (Blade No. 6
Average Rotor Runout = 0.012 inch
<
Table B-II. Stage I Ban Blade Tip Clearances at
El3 (Rotor Runout).
Blade Blade
No. Clearance No. Clearance
t
i 0.170 20 0.175
2 0.160 21 0.173
3 0.181 22 0.181
• 4 0.193 23 0.175
5 0.170 24 0.187
6 0.170 25 0.176
7 0.181 26 0.166
:" 8 0.176 27 0.182
9 0.194 28 0.182
10 0.170 29 0.176
11 0.170 30 0.176
12 0.173 31 0.169
13 0.186 32 0.167
14 0.180 33 0.162
' 15 O.170 34 0.177
16 O.184 35 O.177
17 0.176 36 0.170
18 0.169 37 0.175
19 0.167 38 0.170
Average Clearance = 0.175 in.
Smallest Clearauce = 0.160 in. (Blade No. 2) p
Average Rotor Runout = 0.015 ill.
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I< Table B-Ill. Stage 1 Fan Si_roud/Long Blade
Minimum Clearance Measurements.
I_ Position Clearances Clearances
No. at El2 at El3
li 12 O'Clock 0.159 0.155
i O'Clock 0.149 0.142
2 O'Clock 0.159 0.153
3 O'Clock 0.164 0.165
4 O'Clock 0.166 0.161
5 O'Clock 0.167 0.164
6 O'Clock 0.154 0.160
,' 7 O'Clock 0.159 0.152
8 O'Clock 0.150 0.143
9 O'Clock 0.176 0.173
10 O'Clock 0.176 0.170
, ii O'Clock 0.162 0.158
Average 0.162 0.158
Table B-IV. Stage I Fan Blade T_p Clearances.
!
El2 El3 i Shop Manual
Minimum 0.149 0.142 0.145 minimum
Average 0.174 0.173 0.1.71 max_mlm
t,t
B.2 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR SECTION
B.2.1 HP COMPRESSOR ROTOR ASSEMBLY
General
The high-pressure compressor rotor (HPCR) was in excellent condition. There
were no vane-to-spool rubs, nor any other discrepancies observed in the rotor
land coating. Some of the blade tips were shiny, a condition caused by in-
significant rubs. As a result of these rubs, there was a trivial amount of
aluminum rub coating splatter on the airfoils in Stages 12 through 16. Figure
B-3, which shows the rotor set-up in the fixture for the CDP seal teeth runout
r* measurements, shows this condition.
_t
HPCR Airfoil Surface Finish
I Ten bla._es per stage (Stages 3 through 16) were removed from the rotor for 1
• measurement of the airfoil surface finish. However, during the checks, Hen _
! it was noted that the readings being taken were approximately in new-part con-
_i dition (16 _ inch maximum), a smaller sample from each stage was actually mea- i
sured. The results are presented in Table B-V.
Measurements were t_ken at 10/15 percent chord distance from the leading and
I_ trailing edges at 15, 50, and 85 percent of blade height for both surfaces,
for a total of twelve measurements per blade (see Figure B-4).
!'
Rotating CDP Seal
A visual inspection revealed no discrepancies. Diameter and runout measure-
ments of each of the CDP seal teeth, Figur2 B-5, were mdde and the results are
shown in Table B-VI. (NOTE: The twelve o'clock position was arbitrarily
chosen, and all measurements are relative to that point.) Calculations of
the rotating seal to stationary seal (Table B-IX later in this report) clear-
ances, as shown in Table B-VII indicated no measurable change from production
nominal clearances,
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Table B-V. HPC Rotor Airfoil Surface Finish Inspection Results. l!
II I
Coflvex Concav_ 1
Stage Stage Overall I
Stage Tip Pitch Roo[ Average Average Tip Pitch Root Average Average Ave rag_ i]
12 12 12 12 24 14 13 I7
12 15 IO 12 12 22 II 19 17 17 15
4 II 12 10 |1 25 12 15 17
j 13 lO |O 1! 11 22 12 19 18 [8 15
5 I0 12 12 II 22 12 17 17
10 12 1Z 11 ll 25 12 12 16 17 14]
¢, 6 15 11 9 12 22 15 14 17
_ 13 8 11 11 ll 2l IO 15 15 16 14
7 II 9 I0 I0 18 II 12 14
tl lO 12 II 17 15 12 l_
II II 12 II It 23 13 I0 15 15 13
8 15 13 IO 13 22 20 15 19
13 12 12 12 21 18 ] 16 18
13 14 12 13 13 2l 23 ] 17 20 19 16
9 21 l_ 14 16 17 14 I 18 16
12 13 tO 12 16 16 I 17 16
12 11 12 12 13 19 19 20 19 ! 17 15
I0 15 I_ 12 14 21 17 20 19 !
15 14 13 14 17 17 19 18
17 15 16 16 15 17 17 21 18 18 17 I
II 13 13 13 13 23 24 26 2&
25 20 18 2l 21 21 24 22
17 15 14 15 25 27 27 26
17 12 14 14 lb 27 23 2b 25 2_ 20
!2 11 12 18 14 2O 20 !7 l_
I_ 15 15 I_ 19 16 20 17
17 15 15 16 20 19 17 19
10 lO 16 12 18 17 15 17
13 13 22 16 15 17 16 16 16 18 16 i_
13 15 ii IX 12 20 16 17 18 J
15 12 II 13 18 16 14 16 )
1_ _2 l_ 13 18 18 is 17
_5 11 ) 11 12 13 is _4 16 i t6 17 15t
14 IS 18 17 I 18 19 18 17 18
16 17 14 [ 16 20 19 22 2018 14 19 17 17 19 16 17 17 Ig 18
L5 20 23 23 22 20 21 24 22
16 14 1_ 15 20 2l 22 21
17 14 13 15 17 19 20 18 19 2L lq
16 24 23 24 24 28 24 21 24
27 22 22 24 21 2L 26 23
22 27 22 13 23 23 26 2_
18 21 22 20 23 17 17 18 17 22 22
I
Average Airfoil Surface Finirh • 16_ inches AA
Average New Pazt Finish - 15_ inches AA
t0
I0-15%
,_ Ch(L):'".
I ,
. ,) H.3% II('il.'hl
l A II ( -- -
___. _.... 5()_ II¢ ilht
IC I)
1"yI) i C:l I Ci)nc_ivi, IConvi, x
Fil_url' 1l-4. I,ocatii)n of Niil-I-_ict, I"ini_h
lill'_i_url'lnl'lll._ - lip (,llml'll-i,_tll-
I_l) t iRIr II l_i(tl,.
i
Flgull, 11-5. Poi'W;ll'il CI)I' SI'_ilo Rot_ltinl,,.
PTable B-VI. HPCR CDP Seal Teeth Inspection Results.
Runout Data
Tooth Number
Posi'_ ion 6 . 5 ] 4 3 2 ] _
12 O'Clock 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 O'Clock 0.0 0.6 0.I -0.I -0.5 0.5
_! 2 O'Clock -0.5 -0.2 -0.3 0.I -0.5 1.0
3 O'Clock -0.9 -0.5 -0.i -0.2 -0.5 0.5
4 O'Clock -0.7 -0.3 -0.4 -I.0 -I.0 -1.6
,' 5 O'Clock 0.5 0.5 -0.I -0.5 0.0 0.0
6 O'Clock -0.I 0.0 0.0 -0.I 0.I 1.5
7 7 O'Clock -0.5 -0.3 0. 2 0.I 0.2 1.5
8 O'Clock 0.0 0.0 0.3 -0.2 0.5 2.6
9 O'Clock -0.3 -0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.3 2.1
10 O'Clock 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5 -1.0 1.4
• 11 O'Clock -0.5 0.0 0.5 -0.8 -0.9 0.7
?
p,
J Diameters
!
12 O'Clock ]>.13_ _ 17.335 17.532 17.737 17.934 18.133
J
Maximum 17.135 17.336 17.532 17.737 17.934 18.135
Minimum 17.134 17.334 17.532 17.736 17.932 18.131
Average 17.135 17.335 17.532 17.736 17.933 18.133
S];op Manua,1 Dimensions
Maximum 17.134 17.334 17.534 17.734 17.934 18.134
Minimum 17.132 17.332 17.532 17.732 17.932 18.132 t,Serv. Limit 17,129 17.329 17.529 17.729 17.929 18.129 ,
Runout data are in mils and are positive, unless otherwise indicated.
#
Diameters are in inches.
7¢,$
TabLe B-VII. Forward CI)I'Seal Cloarances.
I'osition NumboY
i
" l) i amet er I _! 3 4 '_ b
Minimum .006 .007 .006 .008 .007 .007
Maximum .010 .O0° .007 .009 .008 .009
Average .008 .008 .006 .009 .008 .008
Overall Average Clearance : 0.008 In¢i_.
Production New ttardware = 0.0085 lnch Nominal.
tB.2.2 HIGH PRESSORE COHPRESSOR STATOR ASSEMBLY
General
Except for b/ade tip-to-casing rubs, the high pressure compressor stator (HPCS)
assembly was in excellent condition. A visual inspection of the airfoils re-
vealed no nicks, dents, or other discrepancies, other than a negligible amount
of aluminum splatter on the vanes in Stages 12 through 16. A photograph of
the upper RPCS assembly is shown in Figure B-6.
!
Condition of Variable Stator Bushings
' A shake test of each of the variable vanes showed no loose or missing bush-
/ ings. All vanes appeared to have retained their original torque.
Coating Condition
Some degree of blade tip-to-casing rubs were seen in all stages of the upper
case, ranging from 0.001 to 0.008 inch in depth. Rubs were either at or in
the vicinity of twelve o'clock. Rubs also were noted in the lower case in
Stages II through 16. These were up to 0.006 inch in depth and were located
generally about six o'clock.
I Some stator land coating was missing from the top half of the casings of Stages
12 and 14. Stage 14 had lost approximately i/4 inch axially x 3/4 inch cir-
cumferentially at the leading edge. Stage 12 had several places where the
coating was chipped out at the aft end of the forward case, located between
one and two o'clock. The loss was an area of approximately I/4 inch wide
times a total of seven inches in length (see Figure B-6). Thcse rubs and
coating losses are considered insignificant.
HPCS Vane Surface Finish
A representative number of vanes from each of the fixed stages (7 through
OGV's) were removed for measurement of the airfoil surface finish. As shown
in Table B-VIII, the vanes in Stages 7 and 9 through OGV's were still within
average new-part surface finish limits. No limits are defined for Stage 8
vanes,
Measurements were taken at the same locations as on the rotor blades; i.e., at
10/15 percent chord distance from the leading and trailing edges at 15, 50,
and 85 percent of blade height for both surfaces, for a total of twelve mea-
surements per vane (see Figure B-7).
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PTable B-VIII. HPC Stator Airfoil Surface Finish Inspection Results.
Convex Concave
Stace
Stg. Stg. Overall
Position
Stage No. TIp Pitch Root Avg. AvR. Tip Pitch Root AVR. Avg. Average
7 37 20 20 23 21 30 37 37 35
, 38 15 15 15 15 20 30 41 30
_ 39 10 15 15 13 20
18 30 23
40 14 15 20 16 18 22 33 24
"jR 41 19 26 22 22 35 37 42 38
68 24 25 20 23 15 22 28 22
69 15 20 19 18 20 30 32 27
70 18 22 20 20 17 25 28 23
71 12 22 21 18 18 25 37 27
72 17 15 22 18 18 25 35 38 33 28 23
.. 8 21 40 3 45 40 40 37 40 39
I' 22 40 40 37 39 38 37 35 37
• 30 45 42 55 47 40 42 55 46X 0 0 60 2 50 6 52
_' 32 45 45 50 4? 50 65 57 57
33 47 60 50 52 45 65 55 55
34 42 5S 52 50 46 45 55 57 52 48 47
9 38 22 27 30 26 16 23 23 21
39 25 25 27 26 20 23 23 22
40 12 15 15 14 16 18 20 18
41 35 33 38 35 25 25 30 27
42 25 28 30 28 25 22 20 22
70 16 18 22 19 15 16 15 15
71 25 30 30 28 25 25 30 27
72 22 25 25 24 16 20 20 19
73 15 22 28 22 15 18 20 18
74 33 35 30 33 25 22 22 26 23 21 23
10 41 18 15 21 18 20 24 25 23
i_ 42 20 20 25 22 24 24 32 27
| 43 18 18 20 19 32 20 22 25
44 30 30 32 31 22 23 23 23
45 20 20 25 22 20 22 23 22
76 20 15 15 17 21 32 27 27
77 16 23 21 20 23 20 22 22
78 26 20 23 23 20 18 24 21
79 25 18 26 23 26 25 30 27
80 25 24 22 24 22 18 24 30 24 24 23
dk
Table B-VIII. HPC Stator Airfoil Surface Finish Inspection
Results (Concluded).
!
Convex =_ Concave Stage
. Position Stg. Stg. Overall{ Stage No.. Tip Pitch 'Root Avg. Avg. Tip Pitch Root Avg. Avg. AverageI
11 41 15 16 25 19 20 23 22 22
42 18 25 25 23 20 25 26 24
43 .34 24 32 30 22 23 20 22
I 44 25 30 28 28 18 20 22 20
45 15 18 16 16 30 24 25 26
76 23 20 23 22 30 30 35 32
• 77 20 25 30 25 23 25 27 25
•- 78 15 20 20 18 20 22 21 21
'i 79 24 24 26 25 28 30 30 29
i_ 80 20 15 15 17 22 35 35 35 35 26 24
" 12 41 17 15 20 17 21 20 20 20
42 16 19 20 18 20 20 25 22
43 15 15 20 17 16 20 22 19
78 20 25 21 22 19 24 22 22
79 11 14 20 15 20 22 24 22
80 20 20 21 20 18 25 26 30 27 22 20
13 41 15 16 20 17 20 25 20 22
42 19 20 21 20 20 20 26 22
43 20 15 17 17 15 20 23 19
78 14 14 18 15 16 20 20 19
79 15 15 16 15 15 20 20 18
80 15 14 15 15 17 25 25 22 24 21 19
14 45 20 20 21 20 20 15 24 20
46 20 25 30 25 20 20 25 22
47 30 30 30 30 20 22 25 22 Pa
86 30 25 25 27 20 18 20 19
87 15 10 10 12 15 18 20 19
88 12 13 13 13 21 16 20 18 18 20 20
15 45 20 19 20 20 25 30 30 28
46 26 18 15 20 20 21 25 22
47 20 15 18 18 3O 35 30 32
86 17 15 " 15. 16 26 20 26 24
87 15 25 16 19 23 26 22 24
_k 88 15 15 20 17 18 22 25 22 23 26 22
OGV 59 20 21 21 21 22 20 24 22
60 20 15 18 18 25 2b 30 27
106 15 15 20 17 I% 18 18 17
107 24 18 19 20 19 lq 24 22 22 22 21
Average Vane Airfoil Surface Finish = 24_ Inches AA
Average New Part Finish - 28B lnches AA
I¢
,t
10-15%
_/_- Chord
85% Height
A B"
50% Height
i_ C D
15% Height1
,/it/Ill Ji tjtjJJ\_
Typlcal Concave/Convex
Figure B-7. Locations of Surface Finish
Measurements - HP Compressor
Sataor Vane.
B.2.3 COMPRESSOR REAR FRAME
General
A general inspection of the compressor rear franc revealed no discrepancies.
| The combustor was in excellent condition, showing no signs of burning, crack-
ing, or other types of distress.
Stationary CDP Seal, Forward
Diameter measurements of each land of the forward CDP seal, Figure B-8, were
obtained at eight equally spaced positions and the results were compared to
the Shop Manual requirements, as shown in Table B-IX. Clearance data have
been presented in Table B-VIII.
No. 4B Pressure Balance Seal
A visual inspection of the No. 4B pressure balance seal, Figure B-9, showed
it to be in excellent condition with only very slight rubs located at approxi-
mately the six o'clock position. Dimensional inspections consisting of mea-
surements of eight equally spaced diameters were made on each land of each of
the aft seals. This seal structure provides the stationary seal surface for
both the aft CDP seal and balance piston seal. These measurements are pre-
sented in Tables B-X and B-XI, while the inspection data for the rotating
seals are presented in Tables B-XXIX and B-XXX in Section B.3.3 of this re-
port. The resultant clearances are shown in Tables B-XII and B-XIII. Note
that the 0.010 inch average clearance of the aft CDP seal is the nominal value
for stackup of production/new hardware. The balance piston seal was within
0.0005 inch of its nominal stackup of 0.010 inch.
¢i ,,, , _ m
, 2 _ii i ii i i ii i i
FigurL' B-8, Forward CDP Seal, Stationary.
Figure B-9. No. 4B Pressure Balance Seal (Mini-Nozzle).
Table B-IX. Stationary CDP Seal, Forward Dimensional Inspection.
I
. Land Number
Diameter 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 18.150 17.948 17.749 17.550 17.351 17.150
2 18.148 17.949 17.749 17.550 17.351 17.150
.. 3 18.148 17.948 17.749 17.550 17,350 17.149
4 18.148 17.948 17.748 17.549 17.350 17.149
5 18.148 17.948 17.748 17.549 17.350 17.150
6 18,149 17.947 17.749 17.549 17.350 17.150
7 18.149 17,948 17.750 17.550 17.351 17.151
8 18.149 17.949 17.750 17.550 17.351 17.150
Avg. 18,149 17.948 17.749 17.550 17.351 17.150
P
Shop Manual Requirements
Minimum 18.148 17.948 17.748 17.548 17.348 17.148
_ Maximum 18.152 17.952 17.752 17.552 ],7,352 17,152
I Serv. Limit 18.156 17.956 17,756 17.556 17.356 17.156
.... L j .... , . _
Reaa_ngs are in inches.
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Table B-X. No. 4B Pressure Balance Seal, Forward Seal (Aft CDP)
Dimensional Inspection.
J ,......
Land Number
I
Diameter I 2 3 4 1 5 6
!
:_ 1 7,942 8.103 8.262 8.422 8.583 8.745
2 7.943 8.102 8.261 8.422 8.582 8.744
3 7.943 8.102 8.261 8.422 8.582 8.744
4 7.943 8,102 8,261 8.421 8.585 8,745
5 7.942 8.102 8.261 8,422 8.584 8.744 !
6 7.942 8.101 8.261 8.422 8,582 8,744
7 7.942 8.101 8.262 8.423 8.583 8,744
8 7.942 8.102 8,262 8.422 8,582 8.745
Avg. 7,942 8.102 8.261 8.422 [ 8,583 8.744
Shop Manual Requirements
Minimum 7.942 8.102 8.26z 8.422 8.582 8.742
Maximum 7,945 8,105 8,265 8,425 8.5_5 8.7_5
Serv, I,imit 7,947 8,107 8,267 8,427 8.5_7 8.747
Readings are in inches, !
!
Table B-XI. No. 4B Pressure Balance Seal, Aft Seal (HPT Balance
| Piston) Dimensional Inspection.
I: Land Number
Diameter i 2 3 4 5 6
1 10.440 10.600 10.760 10.920 11.079 11.239
2 10.440 10.600 10.760 10.920 11.079 11.239
3 10.440 10.601 10.760 10.921 11.079 11.241
4 10.440 10.600 10.760 10.921 11.080 11.240
5 10.441 10.601 10.761 10.921 11.081 11.241
6 10.441 10.600 10.761 10.921 11.081 11.241
7 10.440 10.600 10.760 10.920 11.080 11.241
8 10.440 10.599 10.760 10.921 11.080 11.240
Avg. 10.440 10.600 10.760 10.921 II.080 11.240
Shop Manual Requirements
• , m. • . .. -- -- --,,
Minimum I0.442 i0.602 I0. 762 i0.922 ii.082 ii. 242
Maximum 10.446 10.606 10.766 10.926 11.086 11.246
Serv. Limit 10.448 10.608 10.768 10.928 11.088 11.248
Readings are in inches. I
Table B-XII. Aft CI)PSeal Clearance._.
Position Number
i 2 3 4 5 6
! ...... I-
Minimum .018 .009 .007 .007 .007 .008
Maximum .020 .011 .009 •009 .010 .010
, Average .019 .010 .008 •008 .008 .009
i
Overall Average Clearance = 0.010 Inch.
Production New Hardware = 0.010 Tnch Nominal.
Table B-XIII. HP Turbine Balance Piston Seal Clearances.
1
Posit_on _]umber I
!= , .... _ .._L_1 2 "_ 4 5 6
Minimum .012 .007 .008 .007 .008 .007
Maximum .014 •009 .010 •009 .012 .010
A,1_rage .013 .008 .009 •008 •010 .009
i, i . •
Overall Average Clearance - 0.0095 Inch.
Production New Hardware = 0.010 Inch Nomina!•
..... j
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B.3 HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE SECTION
B.3.1 STAGE [ HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE NOZZLE ASSEHBLY
General
The Stage I High Pressure Turbine Nozzle (IIPTN) Assembly also was in excellent
! condition. There were no burns, cracks, vane trailing edge bowing, or other
discrepancies. All vane cooling i,,_[eswere open with no splatter buildup on
the leading edges. Photographs of the assembly were taken and are presented
in Figures B-[O and B-lI.
The aft face of the Stage I vane outer hook shooed good contact over tile full
3bO" circumference. Drop dimensions to tile vanes from tile compressor rear
frame aft flange revealed little, or no, distortion of the vanes that could
have resulted in an internal parasitic leakage.
prop Dimension - CRF to Stage l Vanes
Drop dimensions (Dim. "D") from the co-_pressor rear frame (CRF) aft flange to
the aft face of the Stage I vane o_ter hook (see Figure B-12) were taken at
eigh, equally spaced vane segments. At each location, measurements were taken
to each end of the segment. Results are presented in Table B-XIV.
The gap between the aft face of the Stage l vane outer hook and tile forward
face of the Stage 2 HP turbine nozzle support wa._ calculated to be 0.037 inch,
which is within specification limits.
Vane Outer Platform Gap Measurements
The gaps between the outer platforms on adjacent vane segments were measured I_
at lb equally spaced locations at the aft end of the vanes. The results, pre-
sented in Table 8-XV, show the g/_#s to be nearly equal and approximately the
nominal Shop Manual value.
Stage l :'"rN Area Check (A4)
4_
blea_urement of the individual nozzle vane area and _otal calculated flow area
is presented in Table B-XV[. As noted, the measured flow area is approximately
the nomina_ Shop Hauual valu(..
Stal_e ! HPTN Airfoil Surface Fini.,h__Che_qks
Six nozzles were removed from the Stago _ high pressure turbine nozzte assem-
bly r.o have their airfoil surface finishes inspected, bleasurements were taken
at the pitch line at 10, 50, and 90 perceqt chord on botl_ tl_e conw, x and con-
cnw' .qurlact,.q (see I:igurc B-13). The re._lllt.q, as 0rest, nt_,d in Table B-XVII,
show a small increase ov_,r tlw Shop H_,nlli|l ._nximu_, llm,ts o|' 3q _, inch for the'
convex (s,action) sidc and 150 iJ iz:ch l',._ithe ct)Dc;.ivt,(l,r_,.qsurc)s;dL.
d,
°" 77
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F_rD CRF
!
Figure B-12. Dimension "D" - Drop from CRF to
_tage ! HPTN Vane.
Table B-XIV. CRF to Stage 1 tlPTN Vanes Drop Dimension -
Dimension "D".
Vane Segment CCW CW
Position No. End End
1 4.867 _.866
5 4.876 4.875
t#
9 4.872 4.872 •
13 4.872 4.871
. 17 4.879 4.878
21 4.876 4.875
25 4.876 4.874
29 4.873 4.871
I
Average 4.873 inche_
•_o
,i,
Table B-XV. Stage 1HPTN Vane Segment Gaps.
No. Gap No. Gap
!
1 0.023 9 0.026
#
,: 2 0.027 10 0.026
3 0.026 11 0.026
4 0.026 12 0.027
5 0.025 13 0.029
6 0.026 14 0.029
7 0.020 15 0.029
8 0.026 16 0.023
Average Cap = 0.026 inch
S/M Limits = 0.015/0.045 inch
,Ib
Table B-XVI. Stage 1HPT Nozzle Area Measurements (A4).
(Square Inches)
Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle
No. Area No. Area No. Area No. Area
1 827 17 800 33 805 49 818
2 815 18 809 34 826 50 830
3 821 19 824 35 812 51 810
4 868 20 813 36 822 52 837
5 825 21 819 37 803 53 820
6 826 22 826 38 825 54 816
7 794 23 837 39 802 55 833
8 810 24 826 40 831 56 815
9 813 25 814 41 807 57 822
10 816 26 830 42 804 58 818 4
11 80F 27 823 43 821 59 801
12 82_ 28 831 44 824 60 821
13 825 29 815 45 813 61 838
14 803 30 822 46 829 62 807 ".
15 813 31 811 47 826 63 816
16 832 32 825 48 830 64 822
Total ffi52.447 Square Inches
Corr. Factor = 0.366
Actual A4 = 52.813 Square Inches
Shop Manual - 52.3.3/53.373 Square Inches
"o '-_
0 0 0
..c ..c ,.c
o
Iv" /
pitch
Line 4 ..... -4 ..... 4 --
Leading A
Edge , j
j t "
Figuz'e B-13. HP Turbine Stage ] Vane.
Table B-XVIT. Stage 1HPTN Vane Surface Finish Inspection Results.
J
Convex Concave
!
Vane Fwd Mid Aft Avg Fwd Mid Aft Avg
p4
I: i 40 46 69 200 200 153
2 43 47 75 250 ZOO 175
3 45 52 78 200 240 173
4 45 45 75 240 200 172
5 35 43 69 190 230 163
6 45 40 67 195 250 171
AVG 46 168
Readings are in lJ inches AA
B.3.2 Sta_e 2 Hish Pressure Turbine Nozzle Assembly
General
Except for the rubs and Li_ typical interstage seal grooves, the Stage 2 high
pressure turbine nozzle assembly was in excellent condition. Stage 2 vanes
were like new, with no cracks, burns, or other distress.
Shroud Rubs and Condition
r_
I: A visual inspection of the Stage I shrouds revealed a moderate rub at one
'/ o'clock extending across two adjoining shrouds, approximately 3-I/2 inches
in total length. A photograph of the rub is presented in Figure B-14. Ex-
cept for this, the Bradelloy was in good condition.
Moderate to heavy rubs were seen on the Stage 2 shrouds. These occurred at
_ one end or the other on Shrouds No. I, 2, 7, 8, 9, and I0 and just off-center
of Shroud No. 6 (Shroud No. i of II, is positioned at 12 o'clock; shrouds
are numbered CW ALF). Photographs of several of the rubbed areas are shown
in Figure B-15.
Ip
Nozzle Support
A visual inspection of the forward flange that supports the Stage I HP turbine
nozzle showed contact throughout the full 360" circumference.
Measurements from the forward face of tileaft mounting flange to the forward
face of the flange that supports the Stage I vane outer hook (Dim. "K"; Figure
B-16) were taken at 16 equally spaced locations. The results are presented in
Table B-XVI[I.
Correspondin_ d{mensions from the CRF aft flange to tileaft face of the Stage
I vane outer hook (Dim. "D") averaged 4.873 inches (Table B-XIV). The average
thickness of the shim that mounts between the nozzle support and CRF flanges
was 0.020 inch.
Thus, the gap between the Stage I vane outer hook and the Stage 2 support's
forward flange was calculated to be 0.037 inch versus the 0.042 inch maximum
al lowed.
}
Interstage Seal Grooves
Measurements of the interstage seal grooves were made at four equally spaced
positions for each seal land, and are presented in Table B-XIX. The groove
depths were approximately the same as chose noted for pro,hlccion acceptance
engines, and are not believed to represent a short-term deterioration.
tt
Figure B-14. Stage 1 HPT Shroud - Rub.
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Figure B-15. Stage 2 HPTN Assembly - Typical Stage 2 Shroud Rubs.
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Figure B-16. Dim. "K" - Stage 2 ttP Turbine Noz'_ie
Support Measurement.
Table B-XVIII, Stage 2 HPT NozzlL _:_pport, Dimt'nsion "K".
No. Dimension No. Dimension
J
1 4.859 9 4.855
2 4.855 i0 4.855
3 4.855 ii 4.854
4 4.856 12 4.854
5 4.857 13 4.857
6 4.855 14 4.857
7 4.856 15 4.855
8 4,857 16 4,857
Average = 4.856
Shop Manual = 4.857/4.861
Serviceable = 4.853/4.865
All readings are in inches
Table B-XIX. Stage 2 HPTN Interstage Seal Groove Measurements.
,I
! Seal Land No.
I 2 3 4
Location Widtl_ Depth Width Depth Width Depth Width Depth
12 O'Clock .i00 .050 .112 .050 .115 .050 .114 .050
3 O'Clock .118 .070 .125 .080 .122 .080 .112 .070
6 O'Clock .i15 .040 .120 .040 .118 .035 .116 .035
Ii 9 O'Clock .104 .070 .115 .080 .125 .080 .125 .070Average 9 57 8 62 0 61 17 56
.... I _ , _
All readings are in inches
; !
i
6_'
Shroud Radii, Sta_es I and 2
_i The Stage 2 high pressure t,Jrbi_e nozzle assembly was restrained on the shroudgrind fixture and centered in the lathe bed. Each stage of shrouds was mea-
sured at axial locations 1/2 inch from the leading edge and I/4 inch from the
trailing edge, at each end and in the center of each shroud as depicted in
Figure B-17. Measurements at each of these axial locations consisted of a
¢.
diameter at the 12 o'clock position and runouts relative to that point at each
' of the oth_r positions. The data and results are presented in Tables B-XX and
B-XXI
A study of the shroud runout data revealed that, even though the engine was in
II operation only a short period of time, the Stage 2 shroud geometry no longer
• conformed to the elliptical grind shape. (Original buildup records for ESN
451507 were researched and they verified that the ellipt_cal grind had been
performed.) In addition, a comparison of the diameters taken during the analy-
tical teardown, with the original grind dimensions, show them to be smaller
than new. At 12/6 o'clock, the measured diameters were 34.618/34.613 inches
versus 34 625 inches new. At 3/9 o'clock, the diameters were 34.625/34.619 _
inches versus 34.644 inches when new.
r_ The shroud runout data also showed that the Stage 2 shroud ends were bowed in-
ward, some by as much as 0.010 inch. A review of previous data from several
"long-time" engines revealed this same characteristic• Up to 0.014 inch in-
ward bowing at the ends had been recorded.
Although the runout data for the Stage 1 shrouds exhibited an elliptical shape,
the measurements show that Stage I, like Stage 2, was smaller in size than the
original grind dimensions. The diameters at 12/6 o'clock measured 323.301/
33.302 inches versus 33.308 inches new. At 3/9 o'clock, the measured diame-
ters were 33.321/33.320 inches versus 33.338 inches new.
In an effort to understand the shroud deformation and consequently the associ-
ated rubs, measurements over and above those contained in the Test Plan were
I taken on the Stage 2 nozzle support (see Figure B-18) and are presented in
• Table B-XXII. The results appear to exhibit some minor amounts of waviness
but do not fully answer the overall problem. Further studies are in process
as part of the NASA-Lewis Performance Improvement Program, Contract NAS3-20629.
An additional measurement of the Stage 2 shrouds was made at approximately
0.I00 inches from the leading edge, which was outside the blade path and, con-+
sequently, the rubbed areas• The results are presented in Table B-XXIII. As
can be seen, at this axial location there was up to 0.017 inch inward creep of
the shroud ends.
Figures B-19 and B-20 depict the shrouds snd the support runout data, together
with the locations of the shroud rubs.
• All Dimensions are
in inches
Figure B-17. Typleal Stage 1/Stage 2 Shroud
Measurement Locations.
Table B-XX. Stage 1 IIPT Shroud Dimen._ion._.
Runout Data
i/2" from L.E. 1/4'* from T.E.
Shroud No. ! 2 3 1 2 3
I 0 3 4 0 2 1
2 5 6 6 1 2 2
"3 4 4 4 2 1 -i
4 5 8 i0 0 3 7
5 i0 12 13 8 i0 ii
6 13 14 14 Ii ii 8
" 7 14 13 12 i0 i0 8
J 8 Ii 14 14 8 9 lO
9 14 17 15 i0 13 12
i0 ib 15 14 13 12 i0
ii 14 i0 8 9 6 2
12 7 5 3 2 1 -2
13 2 1 0 -2 -2 -5
14 0 2 1 -3 -2 -2
15 -i 0 3 -3 -3 -3
16 5 II 14 0 5 9
17 14 16 16 i0 13 13
18 16 15 12 13 I0 8 I_
19 12 9 7 7 5 3
20 7 6 8 3 3 2
"_ 21 6 8 8 2 4 4
22 I0 8 7 5 5 2
23 6 6 7 1 0 -2
24 7 2 0 0 0 0
Lea d t n.g 'rra ii i 9.._
l)iameter at 1.2 O'Clock 33.301 33. 302
Radius at 12 O'Clock 16.650 16.652
Minimum Rad ills 16. 650 16. 647
MaxJ mum Radi us 16. 667 16. 665
Average Raditm 16. 658 16. 656
_Q Runout data dl't' [fl mil,_ and art, positive, ,mlt, ss otht.rwi,qt,
,_, indlcat,d. Other measurements are in inches.
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Table B-XXI. StaRe 2 HPT Shroud Dimensions.
k
Runout data
.! 1/2" from L.E. 1/4" from T.E.
Shroud No. 1 2 3 1 2 3
0 0 0 1 91 _l 0
ii 2 -Ii - 3 - 9 -6 4 6
3 -8 0 -5 4 i 0
4 -3 1 -9 2 5 1
5 -12 - 6 - 9 0 - 8 - 7
6 -Ii - 8 -13 - 4 - 5 - 9
7 -i0 - i 1 -i0 - 3 4 :I
8 0 5 -2 5 8 3
9 0 1 -5 -2 1 -3
10 -5 -2 -6 0 0 -3
Ii -4 4 2 -4 0 i
.......... O
Leading Trailing
Diameter at 12 O'Clock 34.618 34.613
Radius at 12 O'Clock 17.313 17.309
blinimum Rad ius 17.300 17.299
Maximum Radius 17. 318 17.317
Average Radius 17.309 17.308
s Runout data are in rolls and are positive, unless otherwise
I, Indicated. Other measurements are in inches.
I+
BB H
B N
",#
Figure B-18. Stage 2 Nozzle Support -
Locations of l)imonsional
i Inspections.
I.
'_ 'Fable B-XXII. Stage 2 HPT Nozzle Support Diameters
Heasurements.
Runout Data
Clock .............
!* Ppsition .... BB _ _H ..... B __ N ,,
12 0 0 0 0
1 4½ 9 3 5
2 4_ 6 5 8 :
3 9 11 8 10
4 7_ 9 4 3
5 9½ 17 12 12
6 7 11 6 8
7 8½ 14 10 7
8 5_ 8 8 5
9 9_ lO 7 lo
I0 9_ 8 9 9
11 9½ 13 7 I0
Diameter at
12 O'Clock 38.921 36.707 33.858 33.590
4 Av8 Dla 39.914 36.699 33.851 33.584
_ ., j_, ...... . - _
Shop Manual Dimt,n_ions
!
Maximum 38,923 36.715 I 33.854 33.594
Minimum 38.913 36.709 ) 33.850 33.562
Serv. Limit 38.913 36.707 I 33.846 33.560
Runout data are In mils and art,negative (smaller) unless
otherwise indieated. Diameters are tn inches.
, =
9.1
4
.!
. L 1
O. i00" from h.E. :i
Shroud No. i 2 3 ?_
1 0 4 -10 ii:ii
2 -12 - 3 -13 _
3 -13 I - 6 ':':_
4 - 5 2 -15
•. 5 -18 - 7 - 8 :!;:d
7 - 8 - 1 2 ::
8 i 5 - 3 :;
'i
9 1 3 - 6
I0 - 5 0 - 6 !i':;
ii - 5 4 3 _
Data are in mils and are positive (larger) _
unless otherwise indicated. :;'
I*
I:{ { _
., -20 0.I00 in. - Leading Edge Engine (Ref)" -
t'! 1o
! •
-20 0.500 In. - Leading Edge
#
0 O--4
I0
-20 ..... _.
-20 0.250 in, * Leading Edge
-20 Stage 2 Support
i -i0
• 0 ',
lo
Shroud No. (o = Rubs)
%
O° Clock Posttlon
12 3 6 9 12
i Figure B-19. Stage 2 HPTN Support and S_a_e 2 Shroud Runouts.
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/': B.3.3 HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE ROTOR ASSEMBLY
\., General
Except for heavy blade-tip rubs, the high-pressure turbine rotor was in ex-
cellent condition. No visible discrepancies were noted in any of the spool
f" parts. The blade retainer seal wires were visually inspected and revealed
good sealing contact.
HP Turbine Rotor Airfoil Surface Finish Inspection Results
I! A profilometer was used to measure the airfoil surface finish on each of four
i_ blades from each stage of the high-pressure turbine. Measurements were taken _
on both sides at 10, 50, and 90 percent of the blade chord, as depicted in ,
I Figure B-21. The results are shown in Table B-XXIV.
i" HP Turbine Rotor Blade Tip Measurements
The high-pressure turbine rotor was installed on its gearing axis in a runout
}_ fixture, with the blades shimmed in accordance with the Shop .Manual (see Figure .:_
__ B-22). Runouts at two axial locations (0.I00 inch from both the leading and
iJ trailing edges) of each blade, together with the maximum blade radius of each
stage, were taken and are presented in Tables B-XXV and B-XXVI.
An examivation of the data shows how unevenly the blades had worn, both blade-
to-blade and forward-to-aft. It also revealed how severe the tip rubs were.
According to production records, the blade tip radii during the initial build-
up were 16.589 inches for Stage 1 and 17.242 inches for Stage 2. Therefore,
the average tip loss for Stage 1 was 0.025 inch; and for Stage 2, 0.020 inch.
This condition was shown to be the major source of engine performance loss
noted during parts inspection.
s#
Four equally spaced blade tips in each stage of 451507 were notched to vari- .
ous predetermined depths. During the analytical teardown, the notches were
remeasured and the results are presented in Figure B-23. Photographs of the
notched blades at teardown are shown in Figure B-24. The data show an average
loss of 0.030 inch for Stage I and 0.028 inch for Stage 2, agreeing favorably
with the average change calculated from the blade tip radii measurements
(Tables B-X×V and B-XXVI) and the shroud radii measurements (Tables B-XX and
8-XXI). CalculAted clearances are presented in Table B-XXVII.
!
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Figure B-21. Typical _PTR Blade Concave/Convex
Surface Fiaish Measurement Locations
t
bl,
'_ Convex Concave i
Blade i
Stage No. Fwd Mid Aft | Avg Fwd Mid Aft Avg
I ' _ _ i L |i i | • J • • • • • _
1 1 55 50 40 48 55 100 140 98 ,i_
2 47 42 42 44 75 i00 170 115
3 45 45 40 43 60 ii0 170 113
4 45 27 43 38 60 i00 150 103 i:_I
Average 43 107 :_
"" 2 1 41 4( 3 4I 38 i _ 3 36 ._
!i
4 38
Average 37
Readings are in l_inch AA
New Blade Spec,if_catlon - 63 _ inch AA maximom Average /_
!
_!_ 10l
¸¸
b
i'J
Table _-XXV. Stage 1 HPTR Blade Tip Dimensions.
r Blade Runout Data
i
v
_i: l_vd Aft No. 1_wd Aft No. _d Aft No. Fvd AftNo.
16 10 28 19 $ 55 17 10 82 14 3
14 7 29 19 9 56 18 9 83 17 5
19 9 30 16 $ _7 16 7 84 16 2
15 4 31 20 7 58 17 4 85 17 $ :.i
18 11 32 16 2 59 17 8 86 15 3 !I
13 5 33 20 11 60 18 6 87 15 3
18 11 34 16 6 61 18 10 88 16 2
14 , 35 18 9 62 16 5 8, 18 2
19 11 36 16 5 6_ 16 7 ,0 1, 2 i_
17 5 37 24 13 64 15 5 91 15 4 !_
_: 20 12 38 18 6 65 16 9 92 18 4
_. 16 s 3, 20 10 66 17 5 ,3 13 7
18 13 40 18 4 67 16 11 94 16 8
I 15 o 41 20 8 68 17 6 95 16 4 .'i
, 18 10 42 17 3 69 16 11 96 18 5 !
15 6 43 18 8 70 14 6 97 17 2
i: 20 12 44 17 $ 71 I7 10 98 22 3
14 7 65 22 $ 72 16 5 99 17 4
17 11 46 20 6 73 16 9 100 20 4
16 5 47 15 ? 761 13 2 101 16 0 !
18 14 48 14 $ 75' 15 11 102 19 1 ._
i_ 1$ 9 49 19 8 76, 13 5 103 18 2 '
18 11 50 14 6 77 16 10 104 20 2 _J_
14 6 $1 18 10 78 14 3 105 21 2 .;
: 18 10 52 14 6 79 14 g 106 24 4
16 $ 53 15 9 80 16 4 107 22 10
20 9 54 16 5 81 1_ 9 108 24 8 _!
Blade R_diL
Fo_rvsrd Af....__t
148xLmum 16.563 16.576 i
HinLmum 16.552 16.562
Avers_e 16,$59 16.570
Runout Data srs Ln Ntls and are Nesstlve. 1
0 H11 Runout - 16.576 Inches - Max/mum_lade PdJdius
PdJdti are Recorded _n Lnches. i
t ., i _ !
i
,Q 102
:.,_ -_.
:!
/
Table B-XXVI. Stage 2 tlPTR Blade Tip Dimensions.
'_ Blade Runout Data !
No. Fwd Aft No. Fwd Aft No. Fwd Aft No. Pwd Aft
'" _ 8 7 30 11 3 59 11 11 88 13 5 i
• 8 2 32 9 4 61 10 12 90 12 5 -,,
I_ 11 7 33 9 5 62 11 4 91 8 8
14 0 34 11 7 63 10 7 92 10 9
16 8 35 8 3 64 7 4 93 13 8
_ 10 8 36 12 4 65 10 10 9; 15 8
17 1 37 9 4 66 10 4 95 8 7
'YI"_ 9 7 38 12 7 67 7 9 96 11 7
15 2 39 11 4 68 9 6 97 17 11
' 8 6 40 15 6 69 10 7 98 20 5
13 2 41 9 7 70 11 5 99 9 11
10 4 42 14 9 71 10 8 100 15 14
16 4 43 10 9 72 9 7 101 8 7
9 8 44 15 12 73 11 5 !102 11 11
I
t 15 2 45 13 4 74 10 4 103 9 3
7 6 46 16 5 75 IO 7 104 II 4
13 2 47 9 3 76 11 3 105 8 5
8 6 48 10 4 77 9 7 106 13 5
i 14 8 49 13 5 78 11 6 107 9 3
• II 5 50 16 3 79 8 6 108 11 6
16 9 51 11 1 80 9 4 109 9 3 I_
10 0 52 13 2 81 12 5 110 13 5 -o
15 3 53 8 5 82 7 4 111 9 4
12 1 54 6 7 83 9 11 112 12 5
16 3 55 10 11 84 6 5 113 11 4
10 5 56 8 1 85 9 7 114 9 6
9 5 57 11 8 86 10 5 115 14 7
:;9 I 8 4 58 11 4 87 10 8 116 12 6
Blade Radii
Forward Af__3.t
Haxlmum 17.225 17.231
Minimum !7.211 17.217
Average 17.220 17.225
Runout Data are in Mils and are Negative
0 Mll Runout = 17.231 Inches • Maximum Radius
Radii are Recorded in inches.
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pTable B-XXVII. HP Turbine Blade Tlp Clearances
\
i'
!
i Stage Ho. Blueprint 1 Minimum Maximum Average A Blueprint
_,, , .....
_ 1 LE 0.072 0.087 0..115 0.099 0.027
TE 0.072 0.071 0.103 0.086 0.014
AVG 0.072 0.079 0.109 0.093 0.021
2 LE 0.075 0.075 0.107 0.089 0.01_
TE 0.075 0.068 0.100 0.083 0.008
AYG 0.075 0.072 0.103 0.086 0.011
iv I
j All readings are in inches
" 106
A second _nd supplemeniary source of short-term tiPT hardware data was obtained
from the tiigh Pressure Turbine Tip Notch Program. This Contractor-funded pro-
, gram is designed to evaluate tiPT blade tip-to-shroud rubs and the resultant
effect on blade lengths by use of blade tip notches as utilized on 451507.
The notches, of varying depths, are put into selected blade tips during new
,,, engine assembly. Borescope inspections at test intervals permit assessment
J of blade length change due to rubs. Figures 8-25 and 8-26 present the Stage
If' 1 and Stage 2 tip notch data for a group of eight new CF6-6D engines. Note
• that "_e average blade rubs of 22 mils (Stage _) and 15 mils (Stage 2) agree
well with the ESN 451507 blade tip rubs of 25 m_Is and 20 mils respectively,
as determined from the average blade tip radii at teardown compared to the
average blade tip radii st buildup. It is also of interest that the blade
lengths appear to remain relatively constant during the first 2000 hours of
revenue service operation. This lends credence to the theory that blade tip
rubs are event-related, not time-related.
Thermal Shield Seal Teeth
'_L While the HP turbine rotor was in the runout fixture, measurements of the
thermal shield seal teeth (see Figure B-27) were made. To accomplish this,
' a position, designated as 12 o'clock, was arbitrarily selected and marked on
each tooth. The diameters were measured at these positions, together with
runouts at 12 equally spaced locations relative to these positions. Data
and results are shown in Table B-XXVII[. The results show that the average
seal diameters are six mils smaller than the nominal shop manual value.
tiPTurbine Rotor Forward Shaft Seals
Measurements of the tip turbine rotor forward shaft seal teeth, also shown in
Figure B-27, were made in the same manner as those that were made for the ther- i
mal shield teeth; that is, a diameter and 12 equally spaced runouts. Tables i
B-XXIX and B-XXX show the results. Clearances between these and the station-
ary seals were presented in Tables B-Xll and B-XII[ and discussed in Section
B.2.3.
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Figure B-27. HP Turbine Rotor Forward Shaft Seals and Thermal Shield,
Table B-XXV!II. HPTR Thermal Shield Seal Teeth Measurements.
1Runout Data
/'. Tooth Number /_
,; Position I 2 3 4 i
I!
12 O'Clock 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_! i O'Clock -0. i -i.5 O. 5 0.1
2 O'Clock 0.4 -0.9 0.6 0.5
i
3 O'Clock 2.2 1.6 2.9 3.1
4 O'Clock 3.8 4.2 5.0 6.2
5 O'Clock 3.5 2.6 3.1 3.5
6 O'Clock 1.8 0.9 2.1 1.6
j,_ 7 O'Clock 1.5 0.3 1.9 1.6
8 O'Clock 0.9 -0.2 1.5 1.5
9 O'Clock 0.6 -0.5 1.0 1.6
i0 O'Clock -0.6 -2.0 0.0 0.4
Ii O'Clock -i.0 -1.5 0.0 1.4
w, _ L
Diameters
' - " ' I
12 O'Clock 26.621 26.462 [ 26.297 26.043
"! Maximum 26.622 26.463 26.300 26.048
l
iI Minimum 26,620 26.460 26.297 26.043
Average 26.621 26.462 26.298 26.045 ,
: Shop Manual Dimensions
Maximum 26.630 26.470 26,308 26,058
Minimum 26.622 26.462 26.300 26,050
Serv. Limit 26.615 26.455 26.293 26.043
• , , , ,, ,
v Runout data are in mils and are positive, unless
! otherwise indicated. Diameters are in inches.
Table B-XXIX. HPTR Forward Shaft Forward Seal Teeth Measurements
(Aft CDP Seal).
,! Runout Data
Tooth Number
Position
1 2 3 4 5 6
12 O'Clock 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
i O'Clock -i.0 -0.5 -0.5 -i.0 -0.6 -0.5
20' Clock -0.5 -0.2 -0.7 0.0 0.0 -i. 6
3 O'Clock 0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.3 -1.4
4 O'Clock 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.i 0.i -0.2
I';_ 5 O'Clock -0.5 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.2|7
,_, 6 O'Clock 0.0 1.0 0.5 O.q 0.6 0.0
' 7 O'Clock 0.5 0.2 -0.5 1.0 1.5 0.I
_ 8 O'Clock 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.2 1.0
9 O'Clock 1.5 2,0 1.6 1.6 2.0 1.3
10 O'Clock 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.1
i! ii O'Clock 1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.0 1.2 -0.i
J
._ Diameters
i 12 O'Clock 7.903 8.082 8.245 8.405 8.566 8.726
Maximum 7. 905 8. 084 8. 246 8.407 8. 567 8. 727
t#
Minimum 7.903 8.081 8.243 8.404 8.566 8.725 ",
Average 7.904 8.083 8.245 8.406 8.567 8.726
J
Shop Manual Dimensions
Maximum 7.909 8.087 8.250 8.410 8.570 8.730
Minimum 7.899 8.083 8. 246 8. 406 8. 566 8.726
Serv. Limit 49.896 Minimum (Sum of Seal Teeth Diameters)
.]
Runout data are in mils and are positive, unless otherwise indicated.
Diameters are in inches.
=--
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\ Table B-XXX. HPTR Forward Shaft Aft Seal Teeth Measurements
<' (Balance Piston Seal).
io
_, Runout Data
, , , , _ , • ,, _ ,,
Tooth Number
Position
I 2 _ 4 5 6
12 O'Clock 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
i O'Clock -1.5 -I.i -0.5 -1.4 -1.5 -1;6
20' Clock -I. 5 -i.5 O.4 -2.5 -2.4 -2.0
3 O'Clock -1.5 -1.7 0.0 -1.8 -1.8 -3.0
4 O'Clock -2.0 -1.0 -0.6 -1,5 -1.5 -2.6
::. 5 O'Clock 0.i 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.0 -0.7
': 6 O'Clock 0.9 1.0 0,6 -3.0 0.5 -2.4
7 O'Clock 1.8 0.1 0.5 i.i 0.0 -1.6
80' Clock 2.6 i.0 -I.0 -i. 6 -3.6 -2.9
9 O'Clock 2.7 1.4 -0.7 -2.6 -3.4 -2.6
i0 O'Clock 1.7 1.5 0.2 -0.4 0.4 -0.5
Ii O'Clock 1,0 I.i 1,2 0.6 0.6 -i.0
, , ,-- - . , i • J
Diameters
J J • , , , .... • .... • • ....
i 12 O'Clock 10.414 10.585 10.743 10.903 11.064 11.224 iI_
Maxlmum i0.415 I0.585 i0.745 i0.907 II.064 ii. 225
Minimum I0.413 I0.583 i0.742 i0. 902 ii. 057 ii,221
Average i0.414 i0.584 i0.743 i0. 904 Ii.061 II. 223
, , . L ,,
4 Shop Manual Dimensions
Maximum I I0.417 1 10.587 lO. 74'7 1 10.907 11.067 1 i1.227Minimum i0.413 I0.583 i0. 743 I0.903 II. 063 Ii. 223
Serv. Limit 64.898 Minimum (Sum of Seal Teeth Diameters)
• • - ., .L
Runout data are in mils and are positive unless otherwise indicated.
Diameters are in inches.
7B.4 LOWPRESSURE TURBINE SECTION
B.4.1 TURBINE MID FRAME ii
General
_ A visual inspection of the Lurbine mid-frame (TMF) assembly showed it to be in
'_ excellent condition with no defects seen in any of its parts.
TMF Forward Flanae (Diameter U) i
i,i
The TMF forward flange outer diameter (Diameter U) serves as the primary con- ii
trol of concentricity of the Stage 2 HPT nozzle support, affecting HPT blade-
to-shroud clearances. Diameter U was measured at the 12/6 o'clock position, i
together with runou_s of the flange in relation to the No. 5 bearing housing. "1The results were acceptable, as shown in Table B-XXXI.
.7
LPT Pressure Balance Seal ,i§
An eight-diameter measurement of the stationary LPT pressure balance seal was
obtained; the results are shown in Table B-XXXII. Average clearance M.th the _i
rotating seal (Table B-XXXIV) was calculated to be 0.030 inch. Stackup of i
production new hardware produces a nominal clearance of 0.031 inch. .:,
!i
Stage 1LPTN Airfoil Surface Finish
q
Surface finish measurements of the Stage 1 low pressure turbine nozzle air- i
foils were made on the end vanes of each of fovr segments. The readings were
taken 0.45/0.50 inch from the leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE) on each
side; tip readings were taken 0.45/0.50 inch below the outer platform as de-
b picted in Figure B-28. The results are grouped with the other low-pressure-
' vane data in Table B-XXXIII. ?_
_Q I14
pJ
k_
L
,J
Ii_iI Table B-XXXI. TMF Forward Flange (Diameter U) i
Measuremt_nts.
Runout Data
• 12 O'Clock .000 6 O'Clock .001 i
I O'Clock .003 7 O'Clock .000
2 O'Clock .006 8 O'Clock .001 i
3 O'Clock .006 9 O'Clock -.001 i
4 O'Clock .006 10 O'Clock -.003
5 O'Clock .004 ii O'Clock -.004 ,_
Diameters :i
12 O'Clock ffi 38.728
" Maximum = 38.734
Minimum = 38.727
Average = 38.730
Shop Manual ffi 38.729/38.735 Average
1
i
All readings are in inches.
I
Table B-XXXII. LPT Pressure Balance Seal
(Stationary Measurements).
No. Diameter No. Diameter ,, ii
J
1 19.046 5 19.055
4 2 19.048 6 19.059
3 19.047 7 19.059
4 19.051 8 19.059
Average = 19.053
S/M = 19.050/19.054 Avg.
Readings are in inches.
i'. 115
Figure B-28. Location of Surface Finish Measurements on LPT Vanes
r
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Table XXXIII. LPTS Airfoil Surface Finish Inspection Results• i
J
Convex Concave ,_
• _ip Pitch Pitch .,
Stage Stage
'_ Stage S/N LE TE LE TE Avg LE TE Avg
_ Avg Avg
1 R2728 73 90 72 78 78 56 78 67
A8818 85 76 67 67 74 55 80 68
A8847 90 89 85 87 85 55 54 55
A8747 89 88 75 83 84 80 73 80 77 67 "
.J
2 B3941 56 57 58 57 57 57 60 65 63 63
3 T2057 60 58 65 66 62 62 52 57 54 54
_,. ,.- .
4 V0880 45 47 44 46 46 40 38 39
': V0404 88 50 65 54 64 70 46 58
V0358 58 40 67 40 51 54 50 42 46 48
• 5 V1748 80 50 65 60 64 53 50 51
V1360 58 63 50 55 57 65 45 55
V1760 47 77 53 55 58 59 60 34 47 51
Avg Stator 65 57
• . ...
I! Surface finish of new airfoils = 63_ inch maximum
I17
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B.4.2 LOWPRESSURE TURBINE ROTOR
General
Visually, the low pressure turbine (LPT) rotor assembly was in excellent con-
dition. No FOD or other type of damage was noted on the airfoils, nor on the
! spool parts. A photograph of the rotor installed in its transportation fix-
ture is presented in Figure B-29.
Dimensional Inspections
The rotor was set up in a lathe bed on the No. 6 and No. 7 bearing journals
for radii meaurements of the blade tip shroud seal serrations, the interstage
air seals and the pressure balance (P/B) seat teeth. The results are shown
in Table B-XXXIV.
LPT Rotor Airfoil Surface Finish
After the dimensional inspections were completed, six blades from each stage
were removed to measure the airfoil surface finish. When the initial measure-
ments showed the finishes to be at Shop Manual quality_ a reduced sample of
blades from each stage was actually inspected; the results of these inspec-
tions are presented in Table B-XXXV. The checks were made at the same loca-
tions that were measured on the Stage I LPT nozzle vanes (see Figure B-30).
B.4.3 LOWPRESSURE TURBINE STATOR ASSEMBLY
General
The low-pressure turbine stator assembly, like most of the engine, was in ex-
cellent condition. No defects were noted in any of the hardware, Rub pat-
terns on the shrouds and interstage seats were normal. Castone impressions
were made of t_e maximum depth rub visually observed in each stage of shrouds
and seals from each casing half. A sketch of each is shown in Figure B-31.
The impressions are in the files of Airline Support Engineering, Evendale,
Ohio, An end view of the shroud and seal rubs is shown in Figure B-32. These
rubs were shown to be insignificant.4
LP Turbine Stator Airfoil Surface Finish
Based on surface finish results obtained for other airfoils throughout the
engine, only a small sample of Stage 2 through 5 LFT vanes were removed to in-
spect airfoil surface finish. These results are presented with the Stege 1
vane data in Table B-XXXIII. The inspection checks were made at the same Io- !
cations as defined for the Stage I vanes (see Figure B-28).
118
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Table B-XXXIV. LP Turbine Rotor Radii Measurements.
Blade Radii
'_ , =
li Forward Aft Overall S/M Dimension_"..... .... (Average)
I_ Stage Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Minimum
1 24.137 24. 122 24. 143 24. 123 24.131 24.144 24.121
2 24.131 24.121 24 .132 24. 119 24.126 24.137 24. 114
3 24.112 24.098 24. 113 24. i01 24.106 24.125 24.102
4 24.115 24.106 24.115 24. 104 24. ii0 24. 135 24.112
5 24.118 24. 108 24. 116 24.104 24. 112 24.135 24.112
,"- Interstage Seal Radii
: Forward Aft Overall S/M Dimensions
(Average)
Stage Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Minimum
1 18.200 18. 195 N rA 18.198 18.207 18.199
2 18.004 18.001 18.007 18.005 18.004 18.015 18.007
3 16. 848 16. 846 16. 848 16. 846 16. 847 16. 858 16. 850
4 15.573 15.570 15.573 15.571 15.572 15.588 15.580
5 14.214 14.208 14.224 14.215 14.215 14.233 14.225
Pressure Balance Seal Radii
Tooth No. Maximum Minimum Average !
l t L
F1 9.496 9.494 9.495
F2 :9.496 9.494 9.495
F3 9.496 9.494 9.495
F4 9.496 9.494 9.495
F5 9.496 9.493 9.495
F6 9.496 9.493 9.494
- , J
Sum of Seal Teeth Diameters = 113.938
S/M Dimensions = 113.934/113.946
All readings are in inches.
,! Table B-XXXV. LPTR Airfoil Surface Finish Inspectio_ Results.
°
Convex Concave
=b
Tip Pitch I Pitch
Stage S/N LE TE LE TE Avg Stage LE TE Avg Stage
Avg Avg
i K3948 40 35 50 40 41 40 40 40
K4594 30 45 28 35 35 40 40 40
K3336 45 35 45 38 41 39 45 40 42 41
' 3 B9125 48 38 30 35 38 45 42 43
B9201 58 47 50 80 59 58 50 54
B8896 59 50 45 35 47 48 40 32 36 45
_ • • m , • ]
4 B4009 63 77 40 40 55 36 38 37
B3502 70 62 47 32 53 40 36 38
B4012 70 60 62 55 62 57 38 42 40 38
5 Y5463 40 35 35 35 36 41 38 40
Y7404 45 35 35 30 36 45 38 41
Y5468 35 40 35 35 36 35 40 38
Y7368 50 40 45 45 45 45 50 47
Y6754 45 40 38 38 40 40 40 40
Y8637 40 55 50 55 50 41 45 35 40 41
Average Rotor 45 41
Surface finish of new airfoils ffi 45_ inch maximum
:II
TYPICALCONCAVE/CONVEX
Figure B-30. Location of Surface Finish Measurements on LPT Blades
!22
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SEALS SHROUDS
STAGEI - UPPER -I._
STAGEl - LOWER _ "
•I00"
I STAGE2 - UPPER .._
STAGE2 - LOWER STAGE2 - LOWER t
_r
STAGE 3 - UPPER STAGE 3 - UPPER
STAGE3 - LOWER STAGE 3 - LOWER
STAGE4 - UPPER STAGE4 - UPPER t
STAGE4 - LOWER
STAGE4 - LOWER
_ STAGE 5 - UPPER
STAGE 5 - UPPER
STAGE 6 - LOWER
STAGE5 - LOWER
Figure B-31. LPTS Shroud aad Interstage Seal Rub Impressions.
_ 123
Figure B-32. Low Pressure Turbine Stator Assembly - View of Shroud and
Seal Rubs.
i"
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II Qu+_rly
LP Turbine Stator Airfoil Surface Finish
Based on surface finish results obtained for other airfoils throughout the
engine, only a small sample of Stage 2 through 5 LPT vanes were removed to in-
I_ spect airfoil surface finish. These results are presented with the Stage i .
, vane data in Table B-XXXIII. The inspection checks were made at the same lo-
cations as defined for the Stage I vanes (see Figure B-28).
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_ APPENDIX C
\.
QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORT
i_- Introduct ion
'v
It is the fundamental precept of the Aircraft Engine Group to provide products
and services that fulfill the Product quality expectations of customers and
maintain leadership in product quality reputation, in conformance to the
policy established by the Executive Office.
The Quality System as documented in Aircraft Engine Group Operating Procedures
provides for the establishment of Quality assurance requirements through the
design, development, manufacture, test, delivery, application, and post-
delivery servicing of the product. These instructions and Operating Proce-
dures clearly delineate the cross-functional responsibilities and procedures
for implementing the system, which includes coordination with cognizant
FAA/AFPRO functions prior to issue and implementation.
, The Quality Organization implements the Quality System requirements in each of
• their assigned areas of responsibility, providing design review participation,
quality planning, quality input to Manufacturing planning, quality assurance
and inspection, material review control, production testing and instrumenta-
tion calibration.
The Aircraft Engine Group has additional Manufacturing facilities, and
Overhaul/Service Shops such as the one at Ontario, California. These various
facilities are termed "satellite" plants or locations. They are not con-
sidered vendors or suppliers for quality control purposes and have the same
status and requirements they would have if located in the Evendale Manufactur-
ing Facility.
The specific requirements for this contract was accomplished at the following
locations:
• Production Assembly and Engine Test - Evendale
• Ontario Service Shop - Ontario
A summary of activities for each location is included in this report.
Quality System
Quality Systems for Evendale and Ontario are constructed to comply with
M_litary Specifications MIL-Q-9858A, MIL-I-45208A, and MIL-C-45662A, and with
Federal Aviation Regulations FAR-145 and (where applicable) FAR-21. The total
AEG Quality System has been accepted by NASA-LeRC for fabrication of engines
under prior contracts.
iInherent in the system, is the assurance of conformance to the quality require-
ments. This includes the performance of required inspections and tests. In
addition, the system provides change control requirements which assure that
design changes are incorporated into manufacturing, procurement, and quality
documentation, and into the products.
Engine parts are inspected to documented quality plans that define the charac-
teristics to be inspected, the gages and tools to be used, the conditions ii
under which the inspection is to be performed, the samping plan, laboratory
and special process testing, and the identification and record requirments.
i
Work instructions are issued for compliance by operators, inspectors, testers, _
and mechanics. Component part manufacture provides for laboratory overview of
• all special and critical processes, including qualification and certification i
of personnel, equipment, and processes, i!
ii When work is performed in accordance with work instructions, the operator/ _i
inspector records that the work has been performed. This is accomplished by
the operator/inspector stamping or signing the operation sequence sheet to
- signify that the operation has been peformed.
i Control of part handling, storage, and delivery is maintained through the
entire cycle. Engines and assemblies are stored ir special dollies and
i transportation carts Finished assembled parts are stored so as to preclude
damage and contamination, openings are covered, lines are capped, and protec- i
live covers are applied as required.
A buildup record and test log is maintained for the assembly, inspection, and
test of each major component or engine. Component and engine testing is per-
formed according to documented test instructions, test plans, and instrumenta-
tion plans. Test and instrumentation plans were submitted to NASA for approv-
al prior to the testing.
Records essential to the economical and effective operation of the Quality
Program are maintained, reviewed, and used as a basis for action. These
records include inspection and test results, nonconforming material findings, i
laboratory analysis, and receiving inspection. _i
Nonconforming hardware is controlled by a system of material review at the :'
il component source. Both a Quality representative and an Engineering represen-tative provide t_,e accept (use-as-is or repair) decision. Nonconformances ,_i
are documented, including the disposition and corrective action if applicable ,
_ to prevent recurrence.
i Calibation '!
The need for product measurement is identified and the _esign, procurement,
and application of measuring equipment specified at the start of the product
cycle. Measuring devices used for product acceptance and instruments used to
,i
,$
,.-e 'I
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7[_ control, record, monitor, or indicate results of, or readings during, inspec-
tion and test are initially inspected, calibrated, and periodically reverlfied
or recalibrated.\
' Documented procedures are used to define methods of calibration and verifica-
tion of characteristics which govern the accuracy of the gage or instrument.
Provisions are made for procurement of instrument calibration capability as a
_!' part of instrument system acquisition.
Frequency of recalibration is specified and measuring gages and instruments
_. are labeled to indicate the period of use before recallbratioll is necessary.
Records are maintained for each gage or instrument which lists the identifica-
i! tion, serial number, calibration frequency, procedure, and re_ults of eachcalibration.
Recalibration periods (frequency of calibration) are prescribed on the basis _'
that the gages and instruments are within calibration tolerance limits at the
end of the recalibration period. The results of recalibration are analyzed to
determine the effectiveness of the recalibration period, and adjustments are
made to shorten or lengthen the cycle when justified.
Standards used to verify the gages and instruments are traceable to the
.... • National Bureau of Standards.
p,
i Quality Assurance for Instrumentation
_, Items defined as Standard Instrumentation (items appearing on the engine parts
lists) will have Quality Assurance Control to the same degree as other engine
components. Instrumentation on _gines for Revenue Service will be subjected
to the test and inspection criteria identified in the applicable Shop Manual.
Items defined as "Test Instrumentation" (standard test instrumentation as
identified in the applicable engine manual GEK 9266 for CF6 test section
72-00) will be subject to the same controls required for measuring and test I_
equipment. This intrumentation is periodically reverified by the technician ""
and recalibrated, at a prescribed frequency, against standards traceable to
the National Burearu of Standards.
Items identified as "Special Instrumentation" (non-parts llst or non-Tech
Manual instrumentation supplied for this program) will have 0_allty Assurance
Control consistent with the stated objectives of this program.
The instrumentation used for obtaining data for this contract fulfillment has
not affected the engine operations or performance.
i_ ,
_ ACTIVITY SUMMARYBY LOCATION
PRODUCTION ASSEMBLY
F
'; In Production Assembly, the standard engine build procedures were used
to ensure compliance to Quality Systems. These procedures and practices are
approved under FAA Production Certificate 108. The operatlng procedures uti-
/'" lize an Engine Assembly Build Record (EABR) and an Engine Assembly Configura-
iI lion Record (EACR). These documents, incorporated into an Engine Record Book,i serve as a historical record of the compliance to the Assembly Procedure, av_
record of critical assembly dimensions, and a record of the engine configura-
I tlon. Work performed is claimed by the applicable inspector or assembler, li
(Samples of the EABR and EACR cards are provided in Figures C-I and C-2
respectively.)
Production Assembly releases the engine to Test, and upon successful tom- |!_
,_ pletion of the required test performs the necessary work and inspection in _i
!_!_ preparati:.n for shipment to the customer. _i_._
_ PRODUCTION ENGINE TEST
In Production Engine Test the engine is inspected and prepared for test
,i
'_ per Engine Test Instruction (ETI) Number C15. i
i Limits and restrictions of Production Test Specifications were applied :
! during the testing of engines under this contract. The safety of the test i
i_ crew and engine is ensured by conducting ETI C-18 CF6 cell check sheets prior
to the performance of the test.
ii
b The engine performance data and safety parameters are recorded by auto-
matic data recording (ADR). The data systems, test cell, thrust frame, fuel
measuring systems, are calibrated on a periodic basis by speclat_zed technl-
cians. During testing, the ADR system is continually monitored by test engl- :
i neers to ensure the quality of the data being recorded.
i
i I
b
! '<.!
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( ONTARIO SERVICE SHOP
\ At the Ontario facility, a Oualicy Control Work Instrumention (QCWI DFOIS) was
'_' written and coordinated with NASA LeRC. The QCWI provided instrumentions oni'
i.. these specific items as applicable to the CF6 Diagnostic program.
f" Assembly/Disassembly Control
Rework Control
M Workscope Definition
i'" Nonconformance
I" Quality Planning
Auditing
Instrumentation Control (Safety)
Measuring and Test Equipment
Engine Test
Witnessing
Records
Failure Recording
To document the condition of the engine hardware, photographs were taken of
the LPT shrouds and seals, represm:tatxve HPT blades, LPT blades, compressor
rotor, stator case, fan inlet guide vanes, CDP seal, HPT seals and shroud, HPT
rotor, and HPT nozzles. These photographs were of high quality and are avail-
able for review.
Work orders were written to provide work direction for engine test, prep-to-
test inspections and for assembly and disassembly instructions. Inspectionst
as requested were witnessed by the designated DCAS representative.
Examples of the work documents as issued to the Test and Assembly personnel i
are presented in figures:
i • Figure C-3 - Test Operating Requirements Document
• Figure C-4 - Prep-to-Test & Test Check-Off Sheet _!
• Figure C-5 - Instrumentation Check Sheet _,
• Figure C-6 - Inspection Check List
4
• Figure C-7 - Work Order Sample
• Figure C-8 - HPTR Blade Inspection Sheet
134
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PERFOR.',t_.I,;CETEST S
S.1 INBOUND TEST
c= r - TESTING IS REQUIRED FOR THE CF6-6 TASK !II
THE FOLLOWIN,S ._CU.NC,- ¢T
• kI_. FE CO:_UCT_ IN THE ASO-L._TAK.'O OF6 TEST CELL
,: ENGINE THE TESTING " '
WITH A LIGHT%'_E!GHT 5ELLHOUTH .M_'DTILE ST.:_XDAK/. CF6"6 ;CCEF'TANCE TEST COW"
LING CONFIGURATION.
1. INSTALL ENGINE IN THE OF6 TEST CELL A._fO SET UP PER CF6 SHOP
MANUAL, 7E-0O-00 TESTING.
_f 2. Cl_CK VARIASLE STATOR VANES COLD RIG, BUT DO NOT ADJUST UNLESS
V,.qVTP_CKS OUTSID_ _F TEE OPEN LI.H!T BY :.lORE_"fl,_,EGEE DEGREE DUR:._G
ENGINE OPE_AT_0.X. NO ADJUST.U.ENT IS TO BE ,%_E WITHOUT THE CON_-
CURRENCE OF ASK E:(GINEEKING. !
3. INSTALL INSTRD].4.E:;TATIC.'_ AS DEF!EED B_" THE IXSTR_NENTATION PL_X
FOR "rr,=.":TASK !_.iENGIXES. :'i
4 COI_DUCT THE FOL-v_!NG PERFORMANCE TEST: _:
a. PERFOR.H NOR.%_L PREFIRE CH._C}:SI:;CLUD;NG A LEAK CHEC}'.
b. START ENGI:CE AND STABILIZE FOR F_'_ H!,_,_TESAT GROUND IDLE.
,#
c. SET THE FOLLC._q.'_G TWO STEADY-STATE DATA POI._,--.SA_D TAKE FULL
DATA RE_._:cGS AFTER FOUR .Hi.',_TESTABL_-':.AT:0X:
POKER SETTling CORRECTED _AN SPEED
SOt 76,42% (26:3 r_m)
/ 7St 90.11_ (3093 rpP..!
NOTE: PERYOP_! FULL FUNCT]O';AL TEST
i , r_"- TO
d. SLOW DECEL TO _ROU._D IDLE AND ANA'YZE THE T;_C P....,S
• _ D_TE._YdXE l_ TEE E:;G_:,E CAN B_ SAFETY OPE._T-_ TD TA},EOF_ #_
POWER W_THOUT EXCEEDING A:,'Y ";:::TS (N:. EGT, VcV_. ALS6
ASCERTA IN THAT ALL .T:CST?.D%:.E::TAT:CN, INCLUDI:;G T:.:E KEC0_E:-,,
IS FUNCTI_:CI:;G FROPERLY.
e. SET THE FOLLOI¢ING STEA_'Y-ST.._TEDATA POI,NTS A:,_ TA}FE TWO BACS-
TO-BACK DAT.' READINGS A_TIR .=OFF,._I_.h'JTESSTABIL!SA.''D.X. THE
$ ENGINE S;:. ":.? ,_E DPF:..,':'E_, .IT ': .,_.['_ CONTINUOU3 PO,.'ER FOK ._
M._:;i:.?':40." .-.':_.',:I_."J-ZS?!.iZ.RTO SE'?TZNG THE FOLLO;,IXG POI:,TS.
TAKE ONE DA_A _K.FJ_DI::Z.:,!:TERS:X HINUTES.
104
PIODUCrlON ,_
Fi_I/re C-3. Test Operating Requirenlel|ts Documol|t
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P|ODt'CTION
Figure C-3. Test Operating Requirements Document - Concluded
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_: APPENDIX D
_;_ SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
_ A4 Stage I High Pressure Turbine Nozzle Area
i_ A54 Sta_e I Low Pressure Turbine Nozzle Area
AAL American Airlines
r" A/C Aircraft
il : ACEE Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
ACT Actual
ADAS Automatic Data Acquisition System
ALF Aft Looking Forward
ASO/O Aviation Service Operatton/Ontartop California
C-A Chromel-Alumel (Thermocouple)
C-C Copper-Constantan (Thermocouple) i
_:, CDP Compressor Discharge Pressure
CRF Compressor Rear Frame
CSN Cycles Since Newi •
I_ CSO Cycles Since Overhaul
CW Clockwise
DACo Douglas Aircraft Company
DELT5X Delta Exhaust Gas Temperature (Calculated-Indlcated)
ii FABR Engine Assembly Build Record
FACR Engine Assembly Configuration Record
ECI Engine Compo- ant Improvement Programs
EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature
EGTM Exhaust Gas Temperature Margin
EMU Engine Maintenance Unit
EPR Engine Pressure Ratio
ESN Engine Serial Number
SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS - Continued
;. ETAC High Pressure Compressor Efficiency
,:_', ETALPS Lo_ Pressure System Efficiency _
• ETAT High Pressure Turbine Efficiency
i_i- FAA Federal Aviation Administration
I"
q
FG Load Cell Thrust
F/N Fuselage Number ,,:_
FN at N1 Net Thrust at Constant Fan Speed
FOD Foreign Object Damage !!,_.
FPCCM Flight Planning and Cruise Control Manual /I
FPS Feet Per Second
GE General Electric Company 14
GHd Gallons Per Minute I
• , HP High Pressure 'i!
HPC High Pressure Compressor i_;!
HPCR High Pressure Compressor Rotor
HPCS High Pressure Compressor Stator
,. HPT High Pressure Turbine
_i HPTN High pressure Turbine Nozzle
HPTR High pressure Turbine Rotor
HUM Humidity
IDR Instrumentation Data Room
i LE Leading Edge
t
LRV Fuel Lower Heating Valve
LP Low Pressure
LPT LOw Pressure Turbine
LPTN Low Pressure Turbine Nozzle
LPTR Low Pressure Turbine Rotor
LPTS Low Pressure Turbine Stator
M/C, MCT Maximum Continuous Thrust
M_X Maximum
f MIN Minimum
N1 Fan Speed
NIK Fan Speed, Corrected
143
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SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS - Continued ._
$: : ,i
, , N2 Core Speed ,_J
N2K Core Speed, Corrected _
_. NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NO.4B Number 4 Ball Bearing
'""
_' P49 Low Pressule Turbine Inlet Total Pressure _
PARAS Parasttics
:, PBAR Barometric Pressure
it PDS Portable Digital Subsystem ,i
,. P/N Part Number ..I
PPH Pounds Per Hour i1PPS Pounds Per SecondPSO Cell Static PressureJ
PS2 Fan Inlet Static Pressure
:- PS3 Compressor Discharge Static Pressure 4
':; PSF Pounds Per Square Foot _
_ PSIA Pounds Per Square Inch Absolute
PSIG Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge
PT2 Fan Inlet Total Pressure
R2 Coefficient of Determination
P/O Runout
RPM Revolutions Per Minute _
_ SFC Specific Fuel. Consumption at Constant Thrust
SGSAM Fuel Sample Specific Gravity p, ._
SEE Standard Error of Estimate
Sl International System of Units (Metric)
SL Sea Level
SLS Sea Level Static
SM,S/M Shop Manual
S/N Serial Number
SPEC Specification
STA Station
STC Stage
T2 Ambient Temperature
4
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LP SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS - Concluded
\ T3 Compressor Discharge Total Temperature
'_' T51 Indicated Exhaust Gas Temperature
:. T5X Calculated Exhaust Gas Temperature |
TC Thermocouple
!
_" TF Fuel Temperature 1
!-I TFF2 Low Pressure Turbine Flow Function (Area)
TMF Turbine Mid frame i1
T/O, TO Takeoff i
TRF Turbfne Rear Frame
TSAMP Fuel Sample Temperature
TSN Time Since New
TSO Time Since Overhaul
VIDAR Data Recording System at General Electric/Ontario
VSV Variable Stator Vane
WFK Fuel Flow Corrected .:
WFM Fuel Flow, Main
WFV Fuel Flow, Verification
Delta
n Efficiency
: _ inca AA Hicroinch, Arithmetic Average
Standard Deviation
' 145 i
